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MOM OF 3 AND LOVER SLAIN
Vet Kills
Woman
•Then Self
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The Solidts4‘44pended IreoW

Five children were left without
a father and three others without i VOL. VI—No. 8
a mother last Tuesday night when
a 33-year-old Navy veteran shot
a 26-year-old woman to death then
turned the shotgun on himself to
end what police
assumed Was a
lovers' quarrel.
Mrs.Edith
Mae Dickerson.
of 280 Munford,
a n d Clarence
Gaithers, of 277
Munford, were
ound sprawled
across a bed in
the apartment at
280 Munford
Mrs. Dickerson with the shotgun
lying between them.
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, homicide chief, said there had been
ome frirtion between the two,
who apparently were intimate, because Gaithers had been seeing another woman in the neighborhood.
SEPARATED FROM HUSBAND
Mrs. Dickerson was mother of
three children. She had been separated from her husband, John
Dickerson for several years, relatives say. A half-sister, Mrs. Isabella Harris, of 2079 Kansas. said
she had not seen the husband since
1951 until he showed up at the
wake Saturday night.
Gaither's wife. Mrs. Ossie B.
Gaithers, lives at Mason, Tenn.
They had five children.
Only a small child was in the
House at the time of the shooting,
police said.
Police guessed that Gaithers
shot the woman, then turned the
gun on himself, falling across her
body. The weapon lay between
them.
Funeral services for both were
Akarranged by the N. J. Ford Funeral Home. Mrs. Dickerson's was
held Sunday afternoon at Baptist
Hill Mission, Potts Camp, Miss.,
her home. In Memphis since about
1949, she was working at Baptist
hospital at the time of her death.
Gaithers, a Navy man during
World War H, was buried here
In National cemetery on Tuesday.
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Churches Protest Move'
o Open New Liquor Store

Ilk

61 Dependents
Can Now Get
Medical Care

.

ARKANSAS

They Would Like Some Fun Christmas

CHRISTMAS WILL FIND this
family in need of plenty. Folks,

meet the family of ilrs. Lorse
Lee Johnson (seated center),
of 1302 Michigan, Memphis.

Mrs. Billoups
Sticcumbs
In Her Church

There are a total of 15 children, not including two adults
all living in THREE - ROOM
QUARTERS. They'll get some
help from charitable agencies

for Christmas, yes, but with
15 children to feed and clothe,
they'll still need more. T h e
biggest need is a comfortable

These Kiddies

house in a decent neighborhood. Read story below f o r
further details about the John.
Sons.

Heart Made Happy

Appeal To
Top State
Official
Z. D. Adkins, state commissioner of finance and taxation, has
been asked not to grant a license
for operation of a liquor store at
1028 Mississippi.
Five churches and two educational institations in toe area make
up the backbone of the opposition
to the liquor store.
Their request to Comm. Adkins
was through 'George W. Crider,
counsel for the group. They els)
aslted that a publi cheering be held
on eh ,
- mstter before a license is
issued.
OK FROM OLD BOARD
Francis Doran. operator of the
Panama Liquor store at Beale and
Fourth, has been granted permission by the old beer licensing
board, a permission which
also has been upheld by the new
licensing board, to move his store
to the Mississippi blvd. site.
He is being represented in the
case by Atty. John Heiskell, former attorney general.
Opposition to the liquor store
has come from Mississippi BoutSee APPEAL, Page 2

U. S. Grabs Young Pastors
Fund Of
OK Integration
Joe's ds In Tennessee

ceived a valuable gift. One of
she youngsters is shown happily receiving his gifts from
Santa. The children were
thrilled with the performance
pet on by Tobi Anderson, who
has appeared on Ed Sullivan's
TV show. The party for the
kids is held by the Navy each
Xmas season then Its charity
and benefit fund.

SANTA ARRIVED EARLY at
the Naval Air Station in Mil
lington bringing loads of hap.
piness to some 500 underpriv•
ileged and orphaned children
from nine Shelby Count v
schools. Die grand old fellow
arrived at the base last Sat
urday by airplane, with toys,
candy, cartoon mosles and a
turkey dinner. Each child re•

White Doctors Elect
Negro Head Of Group
The same Pulaski. Tenn. that made history of a kind
1565 as host city for the formation of the
December
in
Ku Klux Klan, made history this December with the election of a native Negro president of the county medical
only child, a son, J. P. Lewis,
association.

Dr. William A, Lewis, 80, one is principal of Bridgeforth High
of two Negro members of I h e school.
Giles County Medical Association,
By JAMES F. BURNS
was recently elected president of
Two million dependents of uniassociation, a first for Tennesthe
all
formed American servicemen
Ii'
Death came suddenly and drasee and as far as can be deover the world became eligible for matically to a member of a w
termined, for the deep South.
civilian medical care at govern- known Memphis family last SunDr. Lewis and Dr. D. M. Spottment expense on Dec, 7, when day morning in church While she
the Dependents' Medical Care was gripped with the fervor of
The family of Mrs. Lorse Lee Johnson, of 1302 Mich- Former heavyweight boxing The older they get the less Chris- wood, another Pulaski physician,
were just admitted to the assochampion Joe Louis may lose to
Act went into effect.
religious worship.
igan, at least those old enough to understand, don't look the federal government a $65,000 tian-hearted they become.
ciation in 1953, which set another
Wives, dependent husbands and
Mourned by many is Mrs. JesThat from all indications is true precedent at that time.
trust fund established for his two
children of active duty members sie Billoups, 45, the wife of Rev. forward to much of a Christmas, funwise.
with regard to the attitudes of Six Confederate veterans formchildren.
of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Quincy Bilioups, who is superinTen of the children belong to Mrs. Johnson and the
adults about integration.
in DecemMarine Corps, Coast Guard, and tendent of Missions for Friendship other five to a 26-year-old daughter, who is not
married. Attorney Aaron Payne said au- Recently .1. Miles, professor of ed the KKK in Pulaski
dependents of commissioned mem- Baptist association, She is t h e
ber of 1865 and there is a plaque
thorization to seize the trust fund
sociology at Carson - Newman
bers of the Public Health Service mother of Miss June Billoups, Tri- Mrs. Johnson's husband has been
on a building on W. Madison at,.
in partial payment of an income
and Coast and Geodetic Survey State Defender Calendar Girl, who in Western State hospital for three chen, bedroom and a combination tax claim was issued by the U.S. college in Jefferson City, Tenn., now occupied by a beauty shop
conducted a survey among Baptist recording the KKK's formation.
bedroom-living room which be- Tax court in Washington.
are now eligible for civilian medi- is iloW a freshman at Tennessee years.
ministers (white) in Tennessee on
children
and
two
The
adults
15
comes
an
bedroom
overcrowded
cal care.
HONORED BY 2,000
1State university.
'The former champ owes the integration.
are trying to get along on an at night.
•
Here are the major features of
Still active at 80, Dr. Lewis
I
Mrs. Billoups was stricken at income of $143 which Mrs. Johngovernment sown. $300,000 in taxfound
that
among
the
pasHe
Mrs. Johnson says she has
the Act which the military has her church, Bethlehem Baptist,•lohonored on his recent birthwas
which,
with
es,
penalties
and
intors 29 years of age or younger,
described as one of its greatest cated at Looney and Ayres, pas- son gets monthly. plus $23 weekly been reluctant to seek public hous- terest, has grown to
about one 61 percent favored integration. day with a special program at
``$.
1
which
her
daughter
older
makes
at
career incentive boosts in many
ing because she would like to find million dollars.
Bridgeforth High school attended
her
Among
job.
those
pastors
between
5e
a
years:
reasonable place where a h • Payne protested
"3
the decision, and 59 only 16 percent favored by around 2,000 guests. Some phyThey have found It pretty tough, could do hair. A friend has been
$25 PER ADMISSION
1
sicians came from as far away
DR. W. A. LEWIS
pointing out that Louis already ending segregation.
what
with
10
of
children
in
the
ONLY dependent wives, husteaching her how.
Indiana for
Missouri,
Ohio
and
as
has
paid
$124,000
on
the
debt
in
school, One of their big needs is
A total of 1,005 pastors In the the event.
bands and children of active duty,
Next of importance after a house
the last three months. These pay- state were included in the
a larger home. Right now they
survey.
military personnel can receive eivMany of the guests for the
ments included $21,000 the retired
are living in three rooms: a kit- See KIDDIES, Page 2
•lian medieal care under the proprogram were white friends of the
boxer won on a television quiz
gram. Other depenclents
depenwidely known medic.
and $40,000 he earned wrestling
dent parents, dependents of perbefore a mild heart attack last
Dr. Lewis attended Fisk universons who died while on active
summer.
and received his medical desity
duty, etc. — will continue to be
Louis' attorney said that the
gree from Meharry Medical criltreated at service hospitals.
Brown Bomber receives $20,000
lege in 1907. He returned to Pu- I NEW YORK — (INS) — Thst
In most instances a military deannually from the International
laski to practice.
pendent will pay only $25 for each
first Negro pilot to be hired as a
Boxing club and $100 a week from
HIS MILESTONES
admission with the government
flight crewman by any scheduled
a dairy that bears his name but
picking up the rest of the bill.
Deadline for all editorial and Looking back on his long life airline went to work Monday at
this income, too, is tied up by advertising copy
Except for injuries where emerfor the Tr -State of service, Dr. Lewis terms the LaGuardia airport for New York
Ten Melrose High school students and their teacher- the government.
gency treatment is necessary, outDefender issues of Dec. 29 and decision to practice in his na- airways as a helicopter co-pilot.
advisors, who were turned away from a session of the
patient care is NOT authorized at
Jan. 5 have been moved up by tive county, along with his proPerry H. Young, 37, a native of
civilian hospitals.
hours so that the staff mem- fession of faith in Christ in 1902 as Orangeburg, S. C., has more than
24
national conference on government by Peabody hotel ofA FREE CHOICE
bers may have Christmas and "milestones" in his ilfe.
7,100 hours as a pilot in the Car.
ficials, have received letters expressing regret at their
At the present, there exists 'or
Dr. Lewis has delivered about ibbean and some 200 hours in heliNew Year holidays off.
being barred from an official of the National Municipal
eligible dependents a free choice
Editorial copy for Dec. 29 issue 40 babies each year of the nearly copters.
of either civilian or military medLeague.
should be brought or called in by 50 that he has practiced in Giles He will undergo intensive trainMRS. JESSFE BILLOUPS
ical care. However. 4he services
Alfred Willoughby, executive di- I stood that this would be the case .OW
Friday afternoon, Dee. 21 and County. Ills patients boast that ing on airway's new Sikorsky S-56
rector of NAIL, sent the students there,
cannot be accepted after Satur- "He is our friend as well as our 12-passenger helicopters belmw
2
tored
by
Bibbss
during
Rev.
J.
R.
Bet GI DEPARTMENTS, Page
the following letter:
doctor."
assignmeut to passenegr service
The civil rights section of the day Dec 22, 2 pm.
"We are very sorry the hotel
morning service.
"We are. writing to express our management interfered and em- criminal division in the Justice
Copy fur the Jan - 5 edition HEADS KPs
on Feb. I.
Joe Blakemore, deacon of the
Department launched a full probe should be in by Friday afternoon. He has been a member of the
No Negro pilot, navigator, radio
' church, who resides at 224 Till- regrets at your not being able to barrassed both you and us.
man, said thit Mrs. Billoups who hear the talks on Woodrow Wil- "We are enclosing copies of the of alleged election irregularities in Dec. 28 and cannot be accepted Giles County hospital staff since operator or cabin attendant had
ever been hired by scheduled p3R•
is a member of the Woman's son at the annual dinner of the speech which Mr. Childs deliver- Crittenden County. Ark ,last after Saturday, 2 p m. of Dec, it opened about six years ago
The 'linton, Tenn., school board Chorus, and the White
29.
Dr. Lewis is a steward and senger lines in the U. S. Two
Rose Choir, annual conference on government. ed. and will send you copies of week
has decided to retain in the school as caught no •
"The consistent policy of the Mr. McLean's talk on Woodrow
It was indicated that Arthur B.1 Advertising copy will be han- trustee of Campbell Chapel ANIE pilots, however, have had jobs
p
library a book entitled "G r e a t of the spiritual service while sing- NML is that the national confer- , Wilson when it is published."
Arkansas and an assistant to , dled as late as 5 p.m a the church of Pulaski, is state grand with scheduled cargo airlines for
'American Negroes."
ences on government are open to
n
chief of the his- close-out dates, Dec. 22 or Dec. chancellor of the Knights of Py- the past year.
ing and fainted.
.
Teachers receiving the letters Warren Obey,
Through a local PTA a group She was taken
thias Lodge which he served as
Young. a World War If flight
outside of the the public,
were Miss Vera Cummings. brad lice Department's criminal divis- 29.
had
a.ked
ef pro-segregationists
I
MAN' yeti all -ha‘e a Merry secretary - treasurer for 40 years. instructor at the Air Corp. flying
build ing and an ambulsnce was WE ARE SORRY'
of the social science department ' ion, is in charge of the probe.
the hoard to remove the book from
I "At the time arrangements were
i No details of the specific case 01ri,;!ria and a Happy', ProsperDr. and Mrs. Lewis live on ,school Tuskegee Institute. is mari
jSee SUCCOMBS, Page 2
•
the Library.
made in Memphis it was under- iSee EXPRESSES, Page 2.
t or cases was divulged,
ma New Year,
1P ulaski's North First it. Their fried and has three Children.

0

Expect Little
un Christmas

Holiday
1Deadline

Expresses Regret For
Peabody Hotel Bias

First Negro
Flight Pilot
,Begins Work

t ec on Prob
n erway

Negro Book In
Clinton Library
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In Brief

Powell Fails To Show
Anniversary Of Bank

Appeal
(Continued(Continued from page 1)

Roundup Of News

f Rosco Gordon Comes Home To Cut •
New Disc; Brings Pet Rooster

evard Christian church, Elder
Blair T. Hunt. minister; Bethel Presbyterian church, Rev. J.
Nabbed Red-Handed
Rosco Gordon, jr., famous bing- has a style and personality like' of Memphis the finest in the world.
A. McDaniel, minister; Metrow no other artist — and that's what[Thats ,why he always heacie
entertainer, enjoying a f e
S.
Rev.
erchurch,
Baptist
two
with
politan
was
found
behind the counter
nabbed
A 17-year-old girl
days at home with his family be- makes stars. 1 sincerely believe straight for the Bluff City whenred-handed in Nick s Grocery, of sacks of merchandise. The girl A. Owen, minister; Second Con
that within a few years — maybel ever his schedule wW permit ...
3168 Chelsea by police last week said she broke the glass with the gregational church, Rev. Jobs tween engagements, has been inTurner.
H.
very
a
Jesse
to
sooner — he'll be one of the big- sometimes driving hundreds of
Lee
friends
W.
his
all
Missiasippi
troducing
George
minister;
Memphis
placed
Mickle,
was
C.
after they discovered a smashed heel of her shoe. She
-State Bank of
-• The
. 711
Q. Venson, A. Maceo Walker, glass in the store. The child was in custody of Juvenile court,
Day Adven- talented and unusual member of gest names among recoiding art- miles to spend just one or two
R.
observSeventh
Boulevard
anniversary
10th
Ada its
days here,
Metropolitan Dr. J. E. Walker and Robert
list church. Elder C. R. Graham, his troupe. a trained white rooster ists "
Vaal.• prograln at
advisory committee is
Dismiss Charge Of Rap.
A new Rosco Gordon release
Butch likes it here, too, and
minister; Ceilleyne college, Dr. who answers to the name of
itaptisreburch last Friday night Wright. An
just out on Sun label looks like Gordon insists that the bird knows
composed of T. H. Hayes, jr., and
"Butch".
and
president,
CongressPrice,
F.
Hollis
speaker,
but the guest
1 A charge of assault and battery white woman. of 1084 Greenlaw the Bethlehem Center.
Butch is a very remarkable a sure fire hit. It's a humorous this is home. ..and always seems
1B. B. Martin
man Adam Clayton Powell, failed
'to ravish, for which Robert Fin- on Nov. 4. The Tennessee Suthe liquor chicken, and Rosco bas personal- rhythm song with a throbbing bop particularly bright and well bemove
to
Application
appearance.
his
ley, 38, of 1865 Ferber, \vas given preme Court held that identifica10 !Deice
store to Mississippi blvd. was first ly trained the bird to talk apd beat, called "Shoobie Oobie". Flip hayed when here. After all, so
After' waiting for a late plane
10 years and a day in the peni- lion of Finley was "extremely
president
made in March of 1955 and ads to wave his tail feathers on cue. side is "Chest 'n' Crackers". Lo- the singer claims: Butch is A
Walker,' executive Nice
tentiary has been dismissed. The doubtful and unsatisfactory." Aslittle
in the newspapers that same Butch appears with Rosco on cal retail stores report excellent very intelligent chicken. So natran
a
announced
of the bank,
state had charged that Finley un- sistant Attorney General Braxton
Congressman
It was not approved until stage, perched on his piano, or sales on the disc, which was put urally he knows there's NO place
month.
lifter 10 p.m., that
successfully sought to criminally Gandy recommended the dismis.
(Continued from page 1)
1955 — after the muni- sitting on his shoulder and has on the market only about 10 days as great as home.
November
would not arrive.
assault Mrs. Grace Perry, 52. a sal to Judge Perry Sellers.
After his brief visit, Rosco has
developed quite a lot of stage pres- ago.
no
elections.
reporters
Gladys
cipal
Mrs.
and
told
at Melrose.
Mr. Walker
is
success
which
The
to Texas for a series of
comreturned
is
also
He
personality.
and
ence
ACT
the
MUST
OFFICIAL
Acquit 7 IS Beating
Sharp, mathematics teacher who
Word but been received from
Granting of the hems* must the singer's constant off - stage ing so swiftly to the young fellow show dates, after which he will
Congressman but said some mes- served as one of the sponsors of
BUSHNELL. Fla. — The seven 'the men were guilty of aggravat- come through the state commis- companion, and eats at table with has made no change in his friend- appear in Oakland. Calif. Or persage might have been sent to the the student group which sought
men charged with taking ed assault and false imprisonment sioner of finance and taxation.
white
him, and shares his hotel accom- ly, warm personality. Always haps we should say, 'they" will
bank. However, on Saturday. Jea- to hear the government conferWildin
jail
of
out
Woods
Jesse
on the road. It is prob- smiling, and liked by every- appear — meaning Rosco Gordon,
modations
there
ofnotified
was
Daran
Mr.
said
annual
the
cashier,
of
night
the
talks
ence
of Woods, who was missing for
n* Turner, bank
for
him
Fla..
flogging
wood.
and
is the only steak one, Rosco considers the folks jr., and his pal, the rooster. Butch.
Butch
lithat
another
to
able
opposition
deter-'
be
would
banquet,
ficials had not been able to
calling 'Hey, Baby" to a white days after being taken from the quor store in the area before he and baron-and-eggs caging chicknotified
'
not
were
LETTERS
REcnvE
they
why
mine
to Students who received 'letters woman school teacher were ae- , prison. The chief prosecutor corn- started building, opposition lead- en in the world
Mr. Powell would not be able
quitted in a trial last week. The plained the main witnesses chang- say. The buitding is now up.
Butch's snowy white appearance
make the engagement. TheCon- from Mr. Willoughby were Thomthe state failed to prove led their stories.
said
judge
the
before
hearing
due to careful grooming and
forwarded
a
Alvin
at
is
Smith.
Recently
had
Velvie
Carter,
office
as
gressman's
new lieensing board two members the fact that he is bathed regularchanging clothes here for him. Crawford, David Hughes and
Death Strikes Suddenly
agreed not to overrule the decision ly in the bathtub. Gordon insists
Misses Blanche West. Josie HamLARGE CROWD
more
the first board Comm. Henry that this luxury-loving fowl pre.
of
Deborah
at
had
estimated
Kennedy
Cursey,
ilton, Dora
Edward Earl Kennedy, 22. of 478 boy told officers that
A large crowd
than 1,000 waited in hopes Mr. homes, Virginia OliNaer and Jan- Williams, was walking and singing been beating him up every chance Loeb said he felt the first board s (era bubble bath and perfumed
as he went down the middle of he got, and he figured shooting decision was a bad one but joined soaps
Powell would show up and a dele- ice Brooks.
As time draws nearer for the, situation to develop, without doThey had gone to the meeting the street near his home, when a him was the only way to sopt it. Police Chief MacDonald in voting SONG INSPIRED
gation of bank officials waited for
rush of pro-segregation ing all in my power to prevent
expected
was
This unusual choice in pets
at Peabody hotel on an invita- 17-year-old boy pointed a shotgun The killing occured one night last to uphold the previous ruling
him at the airport until 9- 24.
school bills to be proposed by it, which would bring the destrucsong-current
Gordon's
by
of
a
inspired
was
Mrs.
Ci,:ef
president
by
member
MacDonald
extended
Latorence
tion
in his face and killed him. The week.
Dr, J, E. Walker,
Tennessee state legislators, Ten- tion of our system of public edu.
of the other hoard. Another mem- bat — which is particularly poputhe Tri-State Bank, served as mas- Coe, a member of the Memphis
nessee Education Commissioner cation."
To
Trouble
Radios Lead
ber, Comm. Dillard, was not pres- lar in the South, Southwest and
ter of ceremonies. A history of Board of Education.
Elsewhere there were reports
Quill Cope says he wilt fight any
E
'fur.:
H
"T
called
—
California
in
ent.
Mrs. Sharp said the group was
the bank was given by Mr.
"abol- Gov. Clement wants to take care
to
way
a
a porter. resid-lams, of 1073 Madison, and pawnopening
Morris,
W.
legislation
John
a
describes
CHICKEN". The song
64). PROTEST
ner. Rev. Blair T. Hunt spoke on seated on the mezzanine floor for ing at 747 Randle, was charged
ish, destroy or cripple" public of the segregation issue at the
There were around 600 who pro- new kind of dance and presents
behalf of the public, thanking the about 45 minutes before a hotel with stealing two transistor radios ing them. He admitted the theft
schools.
outset of the legislature. Adminhis
in
singer
tests:id another liquor store in the sents the popular
bank and its officials for the cred- official advised them they would from the office of Dr. L. H. Ad- ,to detectives last week.
city
state's
the
before
Speaking
istration soprces say Mr. Cope
area at the meeting. Mr. Doran the popular singer in his well
itable service they have rendered. not be able to permitted to hear
end county school superintendents spoke the Governor's sentiments
song
The
style.
bank
rhythm
on
spoke
the
lectures.
and
the
attorney
his
behalf known
A. Macao Walker said
Police Look For This One
at Gatlinburg last week Mr. Cope at Gatlinburg.
of the store.
has been in national popularwas increasing interest on savings HOTEL'S ACTION
said he has swcum to uphold the
Governor Clement is expected
of jewelworth
1,000
than
more
1116
of
I.'
and,
Dixon.
months,
two
to
Jan.
already
Mrs.
asked
Mamie
see
group
Tbe
liquor
are
Mite.
several
There
of
for
as
charts
percent
ity
to three,
fedand
state
both
Constitutions,
oppose any measure express.
to
last
police
radio
This is the highest interest rate Coe. Mrs. Coe took the matter Clyde. complained to
ry. a pistol. and 5160 to $170 worth stores on Mississippi within a is heird often over local
eral.
ing defiance of the United States
e
h
t
broke
the
of
someone
up
officials
with
league
that
Walker
WLOK.
McLemore
the
of
on
week
block
and
WDIA
pay.
stations
can
hank
a
:of clothing. Police were investigatMr. Cope urged the adoption of Supreme Court's desegregation
but the hotel management insist- front door glass in her home and
ave. side.
Getting home even for a short
BANK-GROWS
which -does not delib- rulings, including an interposition
legislation
iing.
steal
to
chest
Elder Graham told the Dc. while is becoming increasingly difMr. Turner said that 6.000 eItie ed that the students be denied sawed open a cedar
erately defy" the Supreme Court resolution.
the
in
been
store
has
faith
whiskey
will
the
he
hear
as
"That
to
right
the
fender.
their
educational
Gordon,
shown
ficult for
lens -hays
Action In The Dark
House Speaker James L. Boma
further degrade the neighbor- booked solidly for months, and and provides for local boards to
Institution by placing their funds lecure.
deal with segregation problems. is expected to lead the fight In
groups
Imiin
with
Negro
nightly
Other
an
It
bring
hood,
uplift
won't
and
almost
out
playing
put
saving.
were
be
will
lights
for
Tsaac Vinson of 350 North Belle- down. The
"As an educator," Mr. Cope , legislation the Governor will apMusic was furniefied by the Le- tations to the conference were vue (rear) complained to police when they came on the two worn- Is a community which is striv- the weeks ahead in Louisiana,
"I can never permit el prove or at least not oppose.
declared,
ing for good citizenship, Those Texas and Caiifornia. A vibrant
Moyne college choir, J. W. Whit• turned away from various sessions, that Beulah Granciberry. 36. of 197'
en. the man, and the money were already there are pulling the personality. Rosco is equally im.
including
a
group
from
Owen
coldirector.
taker,
,Nleipt2650014.1155611515106101104611‘50416)Htiratb1644,2.541)•142tNIIrDtbbiNbt1634w
Fourth st., robbed him last week gone. Detectives reported that
community down and aught to eressive on stage and in night A
Total reeources of the Tri-State lege.
of $200. Vinson said Miss GrandThese actions on the part of
Grandbrry admitted her go, too."
club appearances, and on record.
Rank of Memphis have spiraled
berry and another woman were Miss
Dr. Price said, "LeMoyne col- Standing room only is the rule
from 5720.000 in December 1946 to the Peabody hotel management in his apartment when a masked part in the robbery She was ar$3.290.900 as of Nov. 30, 1956. prompted league officials to state man entered and knocked h i m 'rested. Others are being hunted. lege's main job is to try to do wherever he plays and it is oba r that the hotel had backed down on
what it can to improve opportun- vious everywere that his audiofficers
hank
Other
ity for our younger people. An- ences can't get enough of the
Six Get Their 'Reward'
George W. Lee. Jesse H. Turner, agreements calling for the s e aother liquor store located on the unique song-stylings and lively hian4e/L-1.. Chandler, assistant cash- "sions to be open to the public.
Six persons received sentences car and stealing three bicycles: main thorofare of our neighbor- jinks of the diminutive performier. Directors are J. L. Alle n. NO MIXED MEMBERSHIP
IVV
ranging IPerey Peterson. jr , 26. 337 Beale, hood makes his job
more difficult. er.
Robert _Davidson. T. C. D. Hayes.' Later Thomas McGinn. Peabody for burglary last wek.
'for burglary; Cedric Smith, 25, For this reason we are
the
in
years
four
to
days
TO
29
GREETINGS
from
SEASONS
EXTENDS
manager,
told
the
Tri-State
DeRecHoward,
A
M
R.
T.
Sun
opposed
P. W -Hill,
Now under contract to
of stealing
K i r k.: fender. -There are some scientific workhouse. They are: Booker T. Ramsey Road accused
to a liquor store at 1028 Misssis- ords of Memphis, Rosco is high
Char. Hunter, In. R.
Rama
from
turkeys
W
V
of
worth
CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS.
for
Hernando,
$24
160
and professional groups w h o 'Fitzgerald. 29.
sippi."
in his praise of Sam Phillips, preshave less than two percent Ne- burglarizing Poole's Bargain sey Road farmer; Annie Lee Hall
"My attitude," commented Rev. ident of that record company, and
Phone BR. 6-2588
2192 Chilies
Center. of 1316 Florida and steal- 21. 986 Lane on petty larceny 3. A. Owen, -is and has been that the man who launched Rosco on
groes v•thich we accept.
no
30.
All,
V.
Ernie
and
charges.
''We don't want to take care of ing S54 worth of clothing: Lawwe don't need the liquor store in his career. Rosco feels that Philaddress given, on a
political groups
with
the neighborhood. It will have ad- lips knows how to bring out all •.4eNeeeseeemesesKeseteseenewaKeeeemetincaliemosome
mixed rence Thomas (no address given) permanent
for burglary last week, ranging petty larceny charge.
memberships at all.
verse affect on our young men and the best in his performances and
"We will not serve any Negroes
women who are attending college to present him in the most comContract For School
Let
any food and will not house them."
in the vicinity, and further, the mercial way.
OUT BACK WAY'
A $342 850 contract to build Cald- classrooms. The contact calls for store will not provide a wholeAs for Mr. Phillips, he conHe also stated Negro guests well school for Negro pupils in the work to
finished by Aug. some atmosphere for the church- siders Rosco Gordon one of the
are expected to report to the pot:- North Memphis has been award- 15, or the sonfractor must pay so in the neighborhood."
most promising young singers and
-tees Ntesk, be escorted to the ed to P. C. Mock Construction $100 per day from then till it is
entertainers in the business today.
meeting, sit in a group, and be company. The school will have 21 'completed,
"I've spent a lot of time in the
, escorted out of the hotel a back
the past four or five years workBryant Hit By Auto
way.
ing with RO6CO, and I know it's
However. some hotel personnel
to pay off tremendous divigoing
Holliday
of
arrest
No
condition.
East
697
of
C. W. Bryant. 19,
apparently were not certain of the
(Continued from page 1)
one of these days. Rase°
dends
of
50
Carr,
Henry
,
was reported.
policy as some Negroes were Mallory stepred from his stalled
walked away unhurt will encourage dependents to eon- is different. . .he's unique. . .he
Florida.
1366
'
Mitchell
and
61
Highway
on
car
served during the conference.
was demolished by tinue using available military
Allen Seed, ire an assistant di- Rd , last week and was struck by after his auto
on Florida hospital facilities. as the new prolocomotive
Diesel
a
1
HolJames
by
driven
car
another
rector of the league. said an
620 a 171 . last gram's basic aim is to aid those
agreement had been made with liday. 20. of 735 Grenada Rd.'near Dakota at
who do not have access to euch I
the hotel last Spring wherein Ne- Bryant is in the hospital in fair week.
facilities
eroes were to have "every privi•
(Continued from Pa e 1)
Melrose Graduate Dies
One of the most important aslege except that of staying in
the hotel.
Charles Richmond. 20, a 1956 6438 Maryland in the Windy City. pects of the j•rogram is expected are floor coverings, three mat-'
to be the fact that complete ma- tresses, some dishes (they don't
graduate of Melrose High and a The young man's mother. M r 5.
ternity
care including "prenatal, have four plates), bed covers, a
football player while in achnol,
died in Chicago on Dec. 10 of a , Edna Richmond Griffin. resides in delivery and postnatal care" and used washing machine and jeans
care of newborn infant up to 60 or other clothes for the children.
heart attack. He V• at residing at !Memphis.
days for military dependents is WHAT KIDS NEED
now aothorized from civilian
LONDON — INS) — The British
The children need shoes, too,
sources._
government announced yesterday
and can wear sizes 2 through 13,
SEMIPRIVATE ROOMS
suspensien of the controversial "14
the larger pair for the oldest boy.
The government provides eligi- Also 4's and 6's in baby sizes.
day rule" banning discussion on
hle dependents semi-private rooms' The children, seated left to right,
radio or television of issues shed•
while they are confined to civil- are: 011ie Kirk, 8: William Cecil,
tiled for debate in Pirliament
ian hospitals. If a patient desires 7: Michael Andrew, 7; Michelle,
The rule, which has been sharpa private room he must pay the 7; Elsie Pinky 15 months, held
•'difference between private room by Mrs. Johnson; Hester, 5; Pegamong peoples of different rac- charges and weighted average gy, 4; Audrey, 4; and A n i ta
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — The
lion Picture Production Code which es, religions or national origins." cost of semi-private room charg- Yvette. 2. Standing, first row;
governs what's fit to he shown
This is a new tabu that has been es." If the physician orders the Robert A. 8; Eugene Spencer, 10;
on the screen, has been so revised introduced. It further explains private room, the .dependent pays Ethel Lillie. 11, and Jerry, 13.
that it prohibits any picture that when it states that such words only 25 percent of the additional Back row, Mary, 14 and Royal
GILB(Y'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF. 100%
-tends to incite bigotry or hatred "should be avoided as dago, chink, cost. If a patient desires private James 16.
GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.& A. G1LBEY, LID.,OINCINNATI, OHIO
hunkie, kike. nigger" — all deroga• nursing are, the patient must
iv attacked forbids radio-TV dis- tory terms for different races of pay the first $100. and 25 percent
of all charges over $M.
cussion of a matter in the two I peoples.
Diagnostic tests and procedures,
weeks before ;t comes before ParThis updating of the code has
!lament.
been approved by the board of the including lab and x-ray exams,
(Continued from page 1)
Prime Minister Sir Anthony Motion Picture Association of are authorized at civilian faciiities
Eden said the rule would be sus- America — which is composed of in connection with hospitalization tailed The attractive mother and
Dependents are not authorized church worker was dead upon arpended for a six-months experi- the heads of the leading picture
civilian
medical treatment at gov• rival at John Gaston hospita.
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Tells you any and everything you wish to
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to the Mississippi Hospital a n d are: Carol Ann and Quincy, it.,
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Combination
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pital Service Association. Chatta- Harris. of Memphis. Mrs. Bessie DENS
true and never failing advice on all affairs
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BATHS
nooga. or Memphis Hospital Servs Beasley and Mrs. Martha Johnson EV.f ES
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was
do
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With
Deal
Experience
of
nrrangements,
charge
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what others claim to do! Remember—I am a TRUE LIFE
AU WORK GUARANTEED
Nothing Down
meeting this week. Some subjects which were incomplete at edition
READER—BORN WITH POWER! I do not ask you to write
CENTRAL SERVICE CO.
which had been considered "off time
3 To 16 Years
1790 MADISON
BR. 6-7662
your name or any question on paper.
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Expresses
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Warns Pro-Segs•
About Schools
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Strozier's Prescription
Drug Store

I

Gilhey's Gin is the •
one gin distilled in
11 countries
and served
'round the
world!

Dependents

OPEN

Kiddies

Britons Suspend
Radio Gag Rule

'TIL

CHRISTMAS

Hollywood Code Nixes
Racial Slurs, Bigotry

Tiy it and
see why'

Gilbey's Gin

CARD OF THANKS

The family of the late Mr. J. A Swayze acknowledge with grateful appreciation the
many kind expressions of sympathy and con-

Succumps

dolences extended by business csociates cnd
fr;ends during our hour of bereavement.
The

AMERICAN PALMIST

ATTENTION
Something
Something
New
Different
THE HANDY HOUSE
RESTAURANT
1092 Thomas at Wells Sts.

DELICIOUS FOOD

Serving choice grade "A" Kansos City meots
Smoked Tenn country ham, specializing in

Private and Confidential Reading'
Fe' appointment phone WH 2 1711
220 W BROOKS RD. MEMPHIS, TENN.
Or. Welker Sub-Divetron Shopprn9 Center

, may tak• att.ant•se of 70c tag, fare by rid.oll the's*.
Coto-.'d nat•rp,
ask YOU, el,..er to take YOU to
Ploe.da a., t7
Naktory; then take tall
if de•etnq tako South rto,ida St•vet er South 3rd to
WI Wet* R-ooks Rd
West. also the yellow bus nn South 1ed IN Do not ,vi..
Ifrooks Rd
take 'ode's,

charcoal broiled steaks, country fried chicken
- down home Bor-B-Que. - You will love it —
No Beer.

Opening Date Saturday, December 22nd.

1

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
Inc.
CO.
DICKINSON,
J. F.
STERICK BUILDING
GROUND 51005

LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Union A
Serving Menmill• SO Tiers
IA. 64341

werfITI 10155 UST YOU
OTT MI!RINI #41
SIRV ICI

HOLLIS APPLIANCE CO
OL 2-2141
2215 P.plar

We

N

1-HOUR TV SERVICE
Day-Nite-Sunday
IV. Trois Pil Tube & Repair
304 CEELSE A
Cart RIDE TV
OL- 8-1252
snoring The hest,
STEAMING. Palatine. P.—
J.• 2511, white. OL 2-5353-IL 7-2827.

SPECIAL TRAIN DIALS
WAGNER SALES
?Ill WWI=
OL 8-54
SUILI Rooms, 0111411et Concrete Pore
es. triveways. Mattering and Briefs
Work. Will Davis. SP 5-7897
DORM'*CFI porches drives. Dittos LI••
eet.sed bonded • E Peak OL 2-30:3

xPERIENcED
M616515016.

Negro Carpenter A
Allen moan. PA

•MA%
3-5417
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Costs Only Few Pennies
' To Fireproof Yule Tree

•••-•
••••

by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE

(Photos Page 16)

pounds Jf ammonium sulfate for
fire-proofing.
For just a few cents you can
Place the ammonium sulfate in
fire-proof your Christmas tree.
a glass jar, tin pail or crock and
Ernest Brazzle, assistant county
dissolse in water, using la pints
agent, extension service, with his
of water for each pound of amsecretary Mrs. M. 0 Gill and Miss
monium sulfate. A narrow mouth
A C. Gaines, home demonstracontainer prevents evaporation.
tion agent, demonstrated the simNOW DO THIS
ile process.
Just before treating, saw off end
The only thing necessary to buy of tree at an oblique angle of V
is a small amount of ammonium shape This will help in absorpsulfate It may be purchased at tion.
any feed or seed store.
Set the tree in the solution in a
WHAT TO DO
cool place away from direct sunThis is all you have to do;
light and leave it until most of
Weigh your Christmas tree. Di- solution is abosrbed for best revide the tree weight by four to
find out how many pounds of am- suits.
Ammonium sulfate costs only
monium sulfate you will need. For about five cents a pound.
example, a tree weighing s i x ' So treated, your tree cannot be
pounds will take one and one-half lighted by sparks or flame.

DEFENDER

Sears Answers Charge Of Unfairness
For sometime a report has been Greenwood, told this writer last
circulating and gaining mounting t Sunday that he was employed for
attention in the community that I 29 years at Sears here before losSears & Roebuck fired 84 Negro ing his job.
truck drivers and replaced them
"I was, first a truck driver
with whites when a contract was at the Memphis Sears store," he
negotiated giving drivers a high- explained, "making the first deer rate of pay.
livery in Memphis for Sears. Then
Lester Gingold, advertising man- I was later promoted to truck
/ger of Sears & Roebuck here, is- checker and manager over t h e
sued the following clarifying state- trucks handling deliveries a n d
anent last Friday to the Tri-State 'freight.
Defender:
"On Aug. 1 of this year Sears
'Some six months ago, OK Stor- withdrew its contract from Vetage Company was handling the erans Storage, which is a unit of
delivery service for our firm. That OK Storage Company. When the
cortrct was terminated and Sears announcement was made at Scars
took over with the Mail Order De- about the withdrawal of the conpartment handling the trucking. tract from OK Storage my superPrior to the beginning of our ior at Sears told me that I would
self-operated delivery service, he given a job 'but we (sears)
we placed announcements on our can't pay the money you have
bulletin boards advising all Mail been making.' I was receiving $85
Order employes that jobs were per week."
available
. on the trucks to those
Continuing Mr. Marshall said:
who wanted such employment.
"Sears sent me to their physician
-Some of the department's per- for a physical check-up. The docsonnel got jobs driving and we tor told me after making exameven foend openings for some of ination that I had high blood presthe OK Storage drivels.
sure and an enlarged heart. I
"At present we a—not-have didn't believe this was a permaany Negro truck drivers. It is not nent condition since I had been
against the policy of Sears & Roe- to a party the previous night and
buck to employ Negroes in that had taken some spirits.
category. Anyone could have ap"So, I went to my own physiplied. If a Negro should apply clan. He found that I was in norand qualify, he can expect to be mal condition. I then went back
employed if there is an opening." tu Sears and reported this. I was
Commenting further on Sears & refused my job back and I was
Roebuck's policy, Mr. Gingold denied an opportunity to has e ansaid: "During one group meeting other examination by the Sears
of personnel last week we an- physician.
flounced that all employes with
"I have learned this about Sears
over 10 years of service would re- in recent months," Mr. Payne I
ceive three weeks vacation,
sae], "the company is paying !
"There are at least 20 Negro whites union scales as drivers and
employes in that group alone We keeping them out of the Union "
have some Negro employes with
It is quite well known in cities
more than 20 years of service! throughout the nation that Sears I
with Sears."
has a liberal policy in rendering
Here's another side of the pic- service to community, for which
tore
it seeks no publicity.
Marshall Payne, 54, of 1403

Tuessloy, December 25th
CHRISTMAS DAY
will be
BANK HOLIDAY
Banks, members of this association will not be open
for the transaction of business this day.

Memphis Clearing House Assoc.

A CHRISTMAS PLAYLET entitled "The Fi iendly Beasts,"
was presented by the fourth
grade students at Patterson
school, a feature of the annual
PTA Tea. Mrs. Bobbie W.
Walker is fourth grade teacher. The playlet was based on

Leo. H. Williams, Gladys
Clark, Gladys Puryear, Danny Taylor, Marie Holcomb and
Charlotte Jones. In lower photo are members of the PTA
at Patterson school, Left 10
right in front row are Mrs.
M.
Johnson, Mrs. Willie
Broome, Mrs. Ruth Cox Smith,

Chastene Thompson, principal
of Patterson school; Miss Gwendolyn Nash, Mrs, Alma Becton, Mrs. Brydies Mitchell and
Mrs. Ernestine Hutcherson.
Second row, same order: Mrs.
Florence Cole, Mrs. Louise
Dukes, Mrs. Agnes Hooseman,
Mrs. Elizabeth Theimpson and
Mrs. Bobbie W. Walker. Mrs.
NO. 23 — 939 PORTER
directed by Frederick Kramer.
Leola Marble, first president of
NO. 32 AT 1790 LAPALOMA
8:30 — Milestone of Medicine' the Patterson PTA
is not
Goldsmith Department store, of waiting for confirmation of the
presents "Operation Herbert" a
seen. (Williams Photos.)
Memphis
123 S. Main, where a heavy per- I rumor before aligning their conhumorous drama with a message.
centage of the customers a r e gregations to fight "the insult to
Herbert goes to the hospital for
Negro would have been headed Negro women of our community This week's presentations on Scenes of breathtaking beauty an appendectomy and becomes in.
This rumor was scotched Frifor some vary unfavorable publicitv if a rumor spreading in the day when lack Goldsmith told the WKNO, the educational TV sta- are climaxed with views of two terested in his attractive nurse.
toin, will include some outstand- million roses in bloom.
Tri-State Defender;
community was true.
10.00 — "New Towns In Brit- 9:00 — Great Books will present
It has been reported the store "We have no plans for such. We ing Yule season shows.
This is the schedule for Thurs- 'am," an experiment in town plan- a panel discussion of Lucretius'
planned to build a beauty salon hardly have space to turn around
day, Dec. 20—
ning which became a model for "Nature of Things" from the Adult
in THE BASEMENT for Negro in as is."
ministers
w
ere
G p.m. — Serenade opens with modern living in Britain will be Education Center of Southwest- 1
women. Several
"Christmas in the Air" and fol- presented on Trans Atlantic Tele- ern.
lows with the conclusion of the view.
9'30 — This is the Answer conMontgomery, Ala lost another I bus boycott.
choral society.
ON FRIDAY DEC. 21
tinued the series of the parablee I
round last Friday in its efforts! To get him out of the city the
7 p.m. — Sheep in the MeadTelevisits, a community show with a Bible story "The Ninety
to perpetuate inequality through hoard classified him 1-A, •discov- ows features "Night Before Christ. case program
with Keith Nighbert nine."
duties
as
that
his
suddenly
enng
pressure tactics.
mas" a film featuring Santa Claus and Howard Hoist. Guest is Dr.
Recently four members of the a minister occupied less than half in the leading role. The poem be10:00 — Film Festive] features
W. J. von Lackum of the UniMontgomery County Draft board his working time.
ginning '"Twas the Night Before versity of Tennessee Extension a U. S Naval Academy Film,'
strong
Gray
and
his
But Atty.
resigned because National SelecChristmas" is presented with an school.
eAnnabolis Story."
tive Service Director Lewis Her- supporters didn't take this obvi- original, musical score.
action
lying
down.
unfair
ously
drafting
of
shey postponed the
6:00 — Serenade presents a pro- 1111111111101I11111111111111eltH1111111111111111111111111111111111I,
7:15 — On The Friendly Giant
Atty. Fred D. Gray, who was ac- The case was presented to Mr. "Bear Cubs Escatpe" has Jer- gram of Christmas music which
jive in that city's famed bus boy- Hershey. He displayed eminent ome running into a swarm of bees includee Amahl and the Night
fairness in postponing the lawcott
and escaping from ell but one. Visitors, Menotti's opera with oriOn Friday, Dec. 14, Atty. Gray yer's call to service, despite the
7:30 — The Finder in a special ginal cast of NBC-TV program.
became 26 years of age. He is angry protests from segregation.. seasonal program takes his view7:00 — "Christmas Through the
now draft exempt from military ists and sympathizers.
Ages," a speoial Christmas story,
ers
to
Christmas
see
in
other
BALTIMORE, Md. — (RNS)
The achievements in leadership
service.
blended from Biblical histo ry, — Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam
lands.
unity
in
cohesive
Montgomand
In the eyes of the local board,
8 00 — "The Little Star That myths, legends and customs as of Washington, D. C., told a
the attorney didn't become draft- cry will stand as a bright light
old as the human race.
Methodist interracial conferNever Shone," and original story
able until it was discovered he unto our feet as we stride toward
7:13 — The story of "Hansel ence here that "the race probthe
theme
on
of
Nativity
the
writcitizenship.
was one of the key cogs in the first class
and Gretal" is presented on Ani- lem will not be solved by the
ten by Dora Velleman. It was first
mated Fairy Tales, a series of coward who would avoid retimisim is sounded about his fu- presented by the Canadian Broad- best-loved classics.
sponsibility by a Pilate-like
casting Corporation on Christmas
ture in this land of democracy.
7:30 — A special show "Christ- washing of hands."
In this veire Dr. Mary McLeod Day, 1953. Thirty beautifully cos- mas Fairy•Tales" .will be in place
tumed auppets will be used to
"A man is a brother or he Is
Bethune is quoted as saying:
M*H:;.;;•!"'•
If Western Ho!
Dot," he said. "If he is a broth"There is now before us an un- present the touching story.
7:45 — Frontier/to Space pre....,
:4...4.
•
........Yr&
paralleled opportunity. This is our
8:30 — The Paris Ballet Troupe sents "Present Status and Use 01 er, he is entitled to that status in religion, in education,
day. Doors will open everywhere. presents "The Haydn Ballet" on Nuclear Power- wherein the possenieeeKeeeiteeSte'S'.n......,„
In busiryess and labor, in poliThe floodtide of a new life is com- Ballets de France,
sibilities and difficulties of nu- tics an society.
ing in."
8:45 — 'Man of the House" is clear powered rockets are briefly
"To do other is to blaspheme
And Dr. Ralph Bunehe declares: featured on Men Toward Light, a explored.
when
we repeat Our Lord's
—*sr
series
on
the
rehabilitation
of
the
long
for
we
"The kind of world
8:00 — Immanuel Lu ther an
Prayer and sing "Our Father."
can and will be achieved . . . a blind.
choir presents a program of mu.
world in which all 'men will walk
9:00 — "The Book for the World sic. Composed predominantly of 9
together as equals and with dig- of Tonierrow," a documentary and 10 year olds, the choir is 1111111111111111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111i
nity."
film on the Bible, is presented
by the American Bible Society.
Litele-known facts about NeWilk our greeting el the
Three-fourths of all American
9:30 — 'Olodern Roses on Pagroes are among the hundreds of
interesting items related in "A homes have electric toasters, 90 rade" gives the complete rose stoSeason goes ow sincere wish
Pictorial History of the Negro per cent have electric irons, 80i ry, It covers research, testing, experimentation
and
growing.
in America," by Langston Hughes per cent electric washers,
and Milton Meltzer, (Crown Pubthat we may sonfinue to
)121)0010143.1PN,̀
•'*'"t
list ers,
The colorful publication is a
enfoy the ptessure of your
must for the library of every U.S.
are
recordits
pages
Negro for in
•
frieridsMp and good wilt.
ed the indignities, and violence
Negroes have suffered along with A
the. great deeds they have per- A
formed and accomplishments they A
have made. These are the things X
to make Negroes proud of their
X
race.
Friends
A
This unusual 321-page book (not A
310 BEALE
641 FIRESTONE
A
THE SOUTHERN JURISDICTION OF ALPHA PHI
ore like keepsakes growin chronological order) present.
CHELSEA
2462
periods covering every aspect of
ALPHA FRATERNITY IS PLEASED TO
ing more dear and meaning still
•Negro life in this country—social
political, artistic and economic.
A
ANNOUNCE WITH THIS CHRISTMAS
Profusely illustrated, there ars
more to vs year after year, and
GREETING ITS SPRING CONFERENCE
pictures of current educators, pub- A
1etc: paintings, A
with every Christmas it means
TO BE HELD IN MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
broadsides and woodcuts of events A
and heroes who made history bestill more, too, to send warmON APRIL 19 AND 20, 1957.
fore photography was perfected
long,
The book is the result of
est wishes to good friends
ardent research by the co-authors 11
One interesting quote is from the
like you.
Chicago Defender.
During the height of modern
violence against Negroes, and
their mass migration to the North,
the Defender wrote:
"It is better to die of frost bite
ir the North than at the hands of
a mob in the South."
While the greater part of the
book is confined to the second-class
Memphis
citizenship role the Negro has
opnote
of
the
past,
a
played in

•

Goldsmith's Scotches A Rumor

the legend that animals have
the power of speech and kneel
and pray on Christmas morning. Seated left to right on
front row are Mary Etta Ayers, Barbera Benson, Ina Becton and Linda Marble. elanding, same order are: Carol
Jones( Reginald Hutcherson,

PRETTI BROTHERS
Easy Way Grocery Stores

I WKNO Programs Include
Good Christmas Shows

Montgomery Pressure Maneuver Fails

Bishop C. B. Oxnatrt
Chides'Cowards'
On Race Problems
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Christmas, with its joyous one

and Holy meaning,

Again brings us to the full

appreciation of loyal friendships

and to, mindful of the,
•

associations, we pause.to extend

Our heartieFt Ch:iszmas greetings.

Harris Dept. Stores & Greener's
menDLY graTrn&
fl WISH SIT1COW

BUSTER'S LIQUOR STORE
1437 SO. BELLEVUE
Next Door To HamKirks
Buster Hammond, owne.

errsel,r1SIMOS

Littlejohn Taxi Service

671 South Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5-7734
E. V. Tctrpley, President

ALPHA DELTA LAMBDA CHAPTER
and BETA XI CHAPTER
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It will be a regular day for thel
great "Peace Movement" institut- have made to world conditions., highly contributed to our ,vnrld
Bethlehom membership, Sunday.'
en by Jesus.
, Much of our current interest -is I conditions. The conditions
tits Ask
A sermon will spotlight the worCHALLENGING HOUR
matter of our own making. The world today are the result, eel
a
ship at 11 a.m.
Christmas always brings to us
B H. Holman will supervise the
of many
a most challenging hour. When nollutions
—
• of our hearts only of sins of commission but
Sunday school at 11 a.m.
Christmas comes the year is far. have failed to make positive core also of omalission. Peace will he
Baptist Training Union convenes
spent. It should make each be- tributions to our day and
time.rrealized only when the world is
at 630 p.m. James Peoples is the
come examiners of number unel Many times
words that have inhabited by men of sincere gooddirector.
to see what contributions we fallen from our lips
have been will.
There will be a sermon at 8
13,m.
••••It 0:tide,* -Vote? Iv Arils:if1,14110:Mtr
,•fl;IlVelftetattel..1
.;
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
NEW TYLER AME
aye, each Sunday at 11 a in. and
Culminating Sunday's service at!
Appropriate, indeed, is t h e 7:30 p.m.
St. Jude Baptist church will be
It is a pLestirc, at this fink of ya, to greet °sir
A
What is this thing called Peace?' us look :orward to a day of peace.
jhuught-provoking sermon that the
Sunday school is held at 10 a.m. the Ohristmas program. The chilNearly
2,000 years ago an an- THE MESSAGE
friends, who, through their .11.4b in its, hive ova&
New Tyler AME congregation will Each Wednesday at 7.30 p.m., Bi- dren will present the program.
hear Sunday at 11 a.m. It is en- ble class is held.
There will be a Christmas tree. g,letic hest descended upon this
But let us look at this great
this year one of continued 6rogress. Our sincere
titled "Trimming the Christmas
Thera will also be a special
William Davis will conduct the earth fill the air with a new tune message again. One of the Bible
and a new message — "Peace commentators has made it
Tree". The pastor,'Rev. H. W. Christmas service Monday f rum Sunnay school at 9:15 a.m.
Tennessee
ranks
fourth
thanks and hearty greetings te
from the
read:
earth. goodwill to ment"
Henning, will deliver the mess- 11:30 pm. to 12:30 a.m.
"Peace on earth to men of good- bottom of states in per capita ex- I.
The assistant pastor. Rev. A H on
age. Music will be furnished by
Many a weary breast had been, will". It is my belief that in the penditure because of poor local
"Reverend Bell is not only an Charles will deliver the morning
the combined choirs.
educator and public servant, but a message at 11 a.m. Combined nourished by the prophets' mes- final analysis he has seen the real support of education
sages that one day ad a y of, picture of it There will be peace
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. will dynamic gospel preacher. If you choirs will furnish the music.
That statement was made last
be in charge of Prof. Isiah Good- are sick or troubled, come to these
Directing the Baptist Training peace would come. Day after day only when all men become am- week by Quill E. Cope over
rich, jr. and Mrs. Alma Bowen. services and give God a chance Union nt 6 p.m., will be Mrs end night after night they held bassadors of goodwill. When the WKNO-TV. He stated that failure
The Sunday school will present to help you. through this man Easter Charles.
forth a hope that one day a day world becomes filled with men to provide local support hampers
iv
its Christmas program at 7:30 1 He has a message for you."
Candlelight service will be held of peace would come. After many of goodwill then peace will he the growth and development of a 1.,1
A
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
long days and casualty upon cas- the inevitable result. But. as long community "in the long run."
p.m.
on Christmas at 5 2 M.
ualty the world was finally arous- as men's hearts are harbors of
Supervising the ACE League at!
He pointed out further that'
ed by the angelic song of peace malice, greed, prejudice, selfish- "the educational
404 Beak Street
5:30 p.m. will be it!iss ..1, Flowprogram of no
•
on earth.
ness and hatred they only serve (immunity will be
era.
very far ahead V
to impede the progress of t h c of its investment."
Serelzes on Christmas will be
But what has it meant to the
held at 5:30 p.m. The church!
people? Soon after these notable
choirs will sing Christmas carols.
events those who identified themThe pastor will preside.
selves with this great "P eace
GOSPEL TEMPLE BAPTIST
Movement" were bunted like wild
As an opener to Sunday's worrabbits, captured, and lost their
ship at Gospel Temple Baptist
heads upon hero's chopping block
church, a delicious breakfast will,
or lost their all in being burned
be served. Class S and 9 of thel
to death ln the large arenas.
church Sunday school are t h el
KINGSTON, Jamaica — (INS) — Former Haitian
To some the whole effort of
sponsors. The breakfast will bel
peace meant more worry, confusfree. Class instructors are Rob- President Gen. Paul E. Alagloire, who left the office under
ert Jaws and Mrs. Fannie C. opposition pressure, arrived in Jamaica Thursday and ion, and chores. What,was to be
their reward for following this
Smith.
was granted asylum by
Jamaican government.
"Babe of Bethlehem"? NV h a t
Sunday school will follow at
He was accompanied by his wife, three children and happened to the 'peace He prom• ne under the conduction of the
ised so earnestly?
a
party
of 21. Among them was
superintendent F. L Phillips, jr.
s•
'The pastor, Rev, Charles T. Epps. f lagloire's brother, Aresene, and government
agencies,
stores.
ormer
undersecr
etary
of defense banks, schools as well as other
will offteiate during the morning
It is my opinion that even to•
Roland Latillade.
worship at 11 a.m.
institutions.
day we find ourselves asking the
Commencing at 13 p.m. will be
Magloire was reported to have
Efforts by Magloire to end the eame question — what has hapthe Baptist Training Union. F. L. resigned his post Wednesday as strike failed.
pened to this thing called peace?
Phillips, sr. will direct it.
he result of a dispute between
The Haitian crisis also was Day after day we receive letters
JANA C. PORTER
Evening service will be held at ihis supporters and opponents who marked by violence, several per- from our sons and relatives in
7:30.
nsisted that his six-year term as sons being wounded during street the far-flung battlefields. Many of
Yes Madame.
Thit male chorus and young peo- president had expired.
demonstrations.
our sons who are home still lie
ple's chorus provided t h e music
Supreme Court President Joseph under the apprehension of being
All eyes are big eith wonder
The Defender learned from re.
for the services at t h e house of liable sources that
for Christmas is near at last:
the former Nemours Pierre-Louis took over railed soon. Our very souls are
-worship. last Sunday. Mrs. Flora Haitian president will
It's time to start brushing up
leave Ja• the government reigns when Mag- filled with fighting - with in and
:Mae Hill was recently elected males soon for Boston where
on your skill in cake making.
he loire resigned. A general election fears without and still many of
presidnnt of the young people's will visit for a short time
As usual, Jack Sprat enriched
and is expected to be held within the Ir4VVVVILMNPVCILINCIMOVIIVOCKIC
chorus and Miss Emma Cooper, then go to Philadelphia to
soft wheat flour will help you
live next four months.
If
Secretary.
I Meanwhile the U. S
escape being embarrassed if
permanently.
S. has re- X
A
Rev. William Leroy Bell, A. B. alagloireIs decision to give up jected as "completely unfounded - es
you make it the Jack Sprat
sr •
,E. D. S T. M. is conducting Heal- the office followed a crippling a Haitian government charge that
way. Cakes, pies, ambrosia ga•
•ing and Preaching service at Mary general strike against his
•
lore is the way they did it a
re- American agencies interfered in A
Wayne school. of 2212 Eldridge gime which led to the closing of Haiti's internal affairs.
long time ago and happy was
V
on Genuine Leather
I A State Department spokesman
all the family and friends. Jack
I said. the "former" Haitian am- A
Sprat wants them that way
WASHINGTON AND
bassador, Mauclair Zephirin, proagain.
tested "informally" Monday and
The
COCONUT LAYER CAKE
s• are specially selected er°
Tuesday that the U. S. Internat(Makers two 9-inch layers)
ional coqperation Administration 14 and distinctively styled Desk if
2 1-4 cups sifted Jack Sprat
y
2 Pads
By C WILSON HARDER
mission in Haiti "participated" in
w
flour
V
2
a general strike there.
12.50 Value
w
IA
11
/
2 cups sugar
During the Great Depression tatter the British fabrics. The
The spokesman explained that
21
/
2 teaspoons baking powder
the British government, to com- result is that today when a custhe ICA mission had merely al- 11
1 teaspoon salt
bat further economic disruption, tomer sees a garment labeled as
NOW
$
lowed 10 local employes to take
promoted by the "Buy British" made of imported woolens, no
3-4 cup shortening or butter
ax ONLY
leave during the strike in order f
idea through which propaganda oae knows what it means.
1 teaspoon lemon rind
to
protect
their
was carried all through the Emsafety.
* • *
3-4 cup milk
pire imploring British subjects
The strike was directed against A Wide Selection of Colors ;
The only sure way of getting
1 teaspoon vanilla
for their own welfare to buy tot) quality today is to buy woolMagloire.
V
only British made goods. It is ens made by the better American
3
eggs, unbeaten
Diplomatic
reports reaching
corssidered to
mills. Unfortunately the public is
1 cup moist shredded coconut
V
Washingto
n
said
Haitians
jubilant
have helped to
not too aware of this.
V
Sift flour, sugar, baking powcrowded the airport at Port Au
a substantial
••
• vi
der and salt into mixing bowl.
It is high time, many believe,
degree.
6-3227
JA.
W,
Prince waiting for Magloire to 195 S. Ss(cind
s •
for the nation to again show real
Add shortening or butter,
'leave.
There are'
•liasialltiltblkbadklIasar heid14031411ailh old fashioned pride in American
lemon
rind, l, cup milk, yanin
many who now
free enterprise. Fieldmen of the
1 4-24NA X NPtbolleitIleXA A A A•Moe714 A Abu JR Itla btik•De WA1041/100/441).ittlifiktaiitlie
la and one egg — beat for 3
wonder if a
National Federation of Indepengrass roots
minutes in mixer on low speed.
dent Business are finding a real
iX
drive to sell
Scrape bowl and beater. Add
response from the public to the
V
A
American peo
urging of that organization to
X
rest of milk and remaining
V
ple on the prin
X
trade hsdependent. There Is
TO
eggs and beat two minutes
V
X
ciple of buying
every evidence at the rasa roots
C w. Harder
10
A
OUR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS
more. Bake in two flour and..
American would not be to na- that traditional American conA
tw•
tion's long range advantage.
X
cepts are cherished; only Wafbshortening coated pans at 375'
if
A
* * *
ington seems unaware of them.
•It is
V
degrees F for 25 or 30 minX
doubtful that the inter* • •
St
A
utes, Frost and fill with seven
nationalists .n government would
V
A perfect example is found in
A
111
MADISON
si
permit such a step to be taken the wool import sltuation. BeA
minute frosting. Sprinkle coco$
by the United States government sides U. S. textile mills, imports
Atialtissisotewseiteasiusicetamittsiscsteesistesimisitsestwisratomc 4 ANINCtilel
nut on soft white frosting.
at present.
of cheap woolens has been hurtFROSTING
•••
ing American agriculture in the
Probably the best evidence of sheep growing
Mix in top of double boiler 2
industry.
Sheepthis %%1S the recent raising of the men
egg whites, 11
/
2 cups of sugar.
were protesting.
tariff rates on imported woolens
s •
1-4 cup water. 1 tablespoon
and wool worsteds. This action
So the U. S. government made
lemon juice. 1-8 teaspoon salt, 3
was taken to stop the death of a deal with them. Out of the tar.
182 North Main
the American textile industry, iffs on wool imports, funds are
tablespoon light corn sirtip.
hut as usual. it was a half mea- being given by the government
Beat constantly over boiling
Wishes ALL his Patiersts
sure in the opinion of mill opera- for the sheep industry to carry
water until mixture holds a
tors who must compete with for- on a nationwide advertising campeak,
remove from heat, add
eign goods.
MERRY
a
CHRISTMAS
pairn urging people to eat, more
•••
te teaspoon each of grated
Iamb. Thus it is hoped tfiat the
It has now become that the la- campaign
and a
lemon rind and vanilla. Beat
be so successful
bel on merchandise -imported" that it willwill
until spreadable. Pretty isn't
means nothing. At one time ome Iamb, thus raise the price of
making up to the
HAPPY NEW YEAR
it" And it's just as good.
fine British woolens were sh,pped grower what he
loses on wool due
into this country. But lately, all to cheap imports.
Merry Xmas to all.
grades of British material is
•••
By for now. ,Tana Porter
brought into the U. S. riding on
In other words, what is given
the coattails of the reputation en- away to foreigners, it is hoped
.ioyed a few years ago
will be made up by the Amer• • 5'
:can consumer
But the cheater British ma- prices for lamb. paying higher
terial is not the only goods ridass
ing on the coattails of this repuThus, as witnessed many times
tation. Since the war, largely In the past few years,
got emMAY THE PEACE AND JOY OF
through .-‘merii an aid. the Jap- merit's first solution to any
probanese have also become big lem seems to rest on taking
it
makers of woolen goods, iml- out of the hide of the
CHRISTMAS ABIDE WITH YOU.
American.
•
• •
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BANNER

LAUNDRY-CLEANER

Magloire Forced
Out Of Country

`EPrar.i."7.

Merry Christmas
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BIG STAR STORES

I

rt.
CHRISTMAS y,
SALE

2

"SMALL BUSINESS"

QUALITY
STAMPS
ARE
BETTER
BECAUSE..

DESK PADS

850 it:f

4
vV

COOPER OFFICE ;
EQUIPMENT CO

,2

SEASON'S'GREETINGS

.

COLIE STOLTZ

1. More name BrcInds (Westinghouse, Spalding, Remington,
G. E., Samson, etc.)

2. Federal Excise Taxes paid or you.

3. Fill Books faster. (Only 1200 stomps to fill a book)

DR. E. H. WICKE

4. Church and Club Plan.(Special arrangements can be mode
wherein your church or club can obtain organs, choir
robes—or anything you need.)

5. Convenient location of redemption store.
(216 S. ClevPland - Bomah Center)

6. More Memphis and Mid-South firms give quality stamps

Hear The Youth Parade Of Fine Talent On The Big Star Talent Show

SEASON'S GREETINGS

ORLEANS HOTEL

SEASON'S GREETINGS
moilowwwwwwww

VANCE AT ORLEANS

1.41 REALE STREET
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To our faithful friends of long standin
g said
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Hardy-Ratliff & Tucker

•

BARBER 2
SHOP
2

4
1640 South Fourth Street
Phone JA. 6-9220
4
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to o'er cherished new friends
and to
those whose friendship we ilopr
WO extend greetings of the season

DIXIE FINANCE CO.
MADISON AVENUE

Ph: JA. 5-7611

MAKCHING BEFORE W 1 A microphones on the Big Star
weekly talent show is an unending parade of talented boys and
girls of Memphis and the Mid -South taking advantage of the op
portunity brought to them by the Big Star Stores of the Mid-South.
Here is opportunity that is open to everyone. You are cordially invited to contact W D I 4 for an audition try-out for this popular
Big Star Talent show which each year is training an even greater
proportion on the talent horizon in the great Mid - South area. ,
From these youthful stars will come the big stars of tomorrow.

The Big Star Talent Show is heard on W1xL1 each Saturday
morn•
log at 11:30. the genial encouragemenl-bringing A. C,
Williams is
master of ceremonies.
Choral groups are especially invited to make guest
appearances on
the Talent Show. A recent program of this current month
featured
first row, left to right: Derese Brown, Peggy and
Beatrice Conway
and Mary Raker.
Second row left,to right: Charles Smith. Fanny
Farmer, Ida P.
Jackson. Gloria Neal aid Ernest Jones.

1
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Lehman lo Seek
Rule Revision

With LEODA GAMMON

Sen. Herbert H. Lehman of New
Yudi declared last week that rex ision of the Senate cloture rule
Are you ready for Christmas? 2 cups milk
the first tactical step in
juice
pineapple
1-4
cup
recthe
just
aren't,
here is
If you
ipe that you need. You wil' he , '2 cup drained, crushed pinemile ,he fight for civil rights legislation.
saNed from that guilt complex I le
Accepting the Murray-Green
that :•on.es front family neglect.
Sift flour. measui e: sift o% ice
too siiiee this is a rather special with baking powder. salt and sug- award of the AFL-CIO. Lehman
disn that also saves time for you ar. Bea: egg yolks until light and said.
PINE‘PPLE WAFFLES
"The walls of segregation, outstir in milk; pineapple juice and
t; cups all-purpose flour
melted butter. Add flour mixture. , lasted by he courts of the land,
4'; teaspoons baking powder
all al once, and stir until blend- ; must be broken down in a prompt,
1 teaspoon salt
ed: stir in pineapple. Bea! egg wise and orderly manner. Those
2 tablespoons sugar
whites until stiff .'nd fold into who have been denied the right to
4 eggs, separated.
batter lightly but thoroughly Al- vote must be assured that right.
"Equal opportunity for employlowing 1.1 elm batter for each waffie, bake in a hot waffle iron en-, mom and promotion, without Jig, lit crisp and golden brown. Serte' erimination blsed on race or
; immediately when done with hot creed, must be provided
The
melted butter and syrup. Makes right of equal access to educes
lo to 12 waffles. Crisp bacon and lion, housing, hospitalization and
refreshing milk will add to the ; all other social benefits must be
granted.goodness of this quick meal.

2 More Join
'Club To Aid
L;ncoln Fund
A HIGHLIGHT of the annual
Christmas Fun Charities sponsored by the Citizens Committee Council, headed by Raymond Lynom, was the crown
fog of the royalty Friday night
at Hand theatre where a
large crowd enjoyed the Yuletide Revue show. Crowned senior queen was lovely Miss'Lo•
retie Ma ss e y,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Massey. of 867 Bartsm St.
Her first princess, to her left.
is Miss Alice Faye Harmon.,
of MI6 Crystal. The junior
queen is little Miss Elnora
May. i, daughter of Mr. and
I Mrs. Marvin V. Brown, ol 1409
Bellvue. Princess at left is
Miss Joyce Bosley, of 691-t'
Georgia. Upper right with Mr.

Two more trici•d. i e T.'n,
.°,1
(Pa.) university have joined the
Century club which was organired
44*
,
...11111
in February to raise $30,000 annually for the school.
Teasers. who furnished mu•
Lynam, center,_ are Mrs. RiiLynoni are some of the other
bie Stein Hudson, left, who di('hecks for $100 each were subworkers of the ltizens comsic. the Mellow Tones, the
mitted to the club by Julius Rosrected the successful St. Nicks
mittees: Mrs. Ruth Ward, Mrs.
Moon Maids and dancer Leon
enwald 11. the first Lincoln trustee
Syker.:. rile royal court was
Revelry held at the Ace theMartha McNeil i:nd H. L.
to join the club.
atre on Dec. 6, and Miss Gercrowned by Noble Thornton.
Boyce. William Terrell smed
'1'he latest members are Duncan
aldine Burke. director of the
as mater of ceremonies of the
Funds raised through the till.
Merriwether. of the Merken founens shows and contest. along
Yuletide Revue sheet at the
show which was loaded with
dation. inc.. of Philadelphia, and
Handy theatre Friday night
with other funds obtained, help
local talent including the St.
Robert F. Maine. also of Philawith one of the largest audi•
Augustine Glee club, the Del
the needy at Christmas. (Newdelphia.
ences attending in the history
son Photos.)
Rios. the Star Maidens, the
Prank .1. Hutchings. of Macon.
of the show. Below with Mr.
Phillip Sisters. the Booker
Ga., heads the Century club which
home improvement projects un- to the Farmers Home Adminis- seeks 500 members from among
dertaken by rural homemakers in tration of the C. S. Department the university's 3.100 graduates.
home demonstration clu bs of Agriculture for a loan of $3,400 A contribution of $100 or more is
to build a home. The loan was required for membership in the
throughout the country.
Home agents get the women and approved.
4-11 girls started with these proj'clu br.. Henry Goss. of Chicago.
Today the Newsornes have an!D
ects. Mrs. Levada P. Mason, Mrs. attractive new home with hot and general chairman of the annual
Newsome's home agent. estimates cold running water and a televis• giving program. was informed of
that 200 homemakers and club ion set; and they are ahead of the latest contributions in a letter
girls in Crittenden County have schedule with their repayments to from Rosenwald.
Besides Rosenwald. other outmade lamps.
the government.
for their livestock and poultry and
The Newsomes bought their
"With our new home. I feel a standing persons working to make
on little things around the house, farm seven years ago after sevlot better serving as president of the club a success include Roger
For example. Mrs. Newsome eral years of sharecropping and lih e community home demonstra- S. Firestone, of the famous rubber
has reupholstered her own furni- tenant farming with their parents. tion club," says Mrs. Newsome. family.
To date the organization has
lure, instead of having it done. and When they moved to their own
They 'hope soon to be able to buy
she makes a number of the things farm, the land was somewhat runraised $10,000 of its $30,000 annual
more land, Mr. Belton points out,
to give away as Christmas pres- down, and the house was beyond
goal.
and have a full family-sized unit
ents.
repair.
with more cattle and hogs on it. '
Among the things she will give AGENTS HELP
the kind of farm Newsome dream- Gets Recognition
this Christmas are table lamps.. With the help of their county ed about as he served overseas
Archibald J. Allen of CincinSome of these are made of dee- agent. Thomas F. Vaughns, and during World War 11.
nati has resigned as a member
orated jugs and bottles, and oth- their soil conservationist, Chester
and secretary-treasurer of the
ers of painted ;tin cans glued to- Durley. they improved their land
Ohio Turnpike Commission effecgether. For some of the lamps and developed a sound cropping
tive Nov. 30 to accept a one- ;
Words of the Wise
she has made shades as well.
I program.
year assignment as senior advisor
only
way
to
ll*
compel
men
i
Making electric lamps, as well, As for the house, it needed to I
to the minister of communicagoal
do
It.
of
to
as
weak
Is
to
as converting kerosene lamps to be replaced. After five years of
—(Vottalre) tions of Korea. He was scheduled
electricity are among the many 'trying to patch it up. they applied
to leave for Seoul on Dee. 4.

Cash CropsHelpSmallArk.
•farmer Make Good Livin
WASHINGTON — “While many $500 FOR OKRA
small farmers are having trouble' This year they have sold nearly
making ends meet." says District $500 worth of okra.
$475 worth of
Agent T. R. Betton of the Arkan- soybeans. S90 worth of
broccoli,
Sas State Extension Service. "Mr. $19 worth of strawberries, over
and Mrs. Emanuel Newsome of $2,000 worth of cotton. $225 worth
Proctor, Ark., are making a good of eggs, $49 worth of milk and hut'
living on their 53-acre farm.
ter, and $151 worth of hogs.
However, in their county the
Since cotton acreage allotments
number of Negro farmers has de- have been in effect, Mr. and Mrs.
dined by 1.039 since 1950.
Newsome have been adding more
"The Newsomes are successful I and more small cash crops to their
because of good management, enterprises. This not only gives
sound credit, and diversified farm- them something to sell yearing," Mr. Betton continues. "They round, but it also keeps their home
raised so many cash crops." he freezer chock-full.
'
adds, "they need an adding maIn addition to saving on food,
chine to total them lip."
I the Newsomes also save on feed

•

At this season our
thoughts go out to tin
whose courtesy,
looperation and loyalty has
meant so much to us.

MERRY

CHRI

"Sale on Gift Applionces"\11111111W

Whitten Bros. Hdw. Co.
209 Park Ate.
Ph. GL. 2-6268

SI
Henderson Business College
"Where Dreams Come True'

Memphis, Tennessee

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
"AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS

C. J. HOOKS

R. B. HOOKS, SR.

HOOKS BROTHERS PHOTOGRAPHERS
228 Linden Avenue, Memphis, Tenn.

549 So. Highland
Ph. FA. 4.5506
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A JOLLY SANTA CLAUS getting around town with the
help of the Coca-Cola BottlBottling company of Memphis
thousands of bright - eyed
youngsters have been making
plenty of promises to each
other. Each year during the

Yule season, the Coca-Cola
ing company of Memphis and
gets off a message to old Santa Claus at the North pole
asking him to come and visit
in some of the neighborhoods
with good little children who
are anxious to tell him what
they want. These scenes from

Santa's first two neighborhood
stops show about how popular
he is this time of year. Children, most of them escorted
by their parents or a larger
sister or brother, formed long
lines and waited till t h ey
could see Santa. At left while
at Dixie Homes old Sant a

asks Emma Ernestine Arm
old, of 324 Leath; Regina
Johnson, of 160 Mooteverde,
and Mandellne Delores Arnold, of 324 Leath, if they have
been good girls. In center photo Albertina Hunt, 8, of 981-A
Peach, bites her lip, then gets
courage to ask Santa to bring

her a doll for Christmas. Santa said he would. The other
pictures, made at Santa's stop
at Klondyke school Saturday
night, shows how the youngsters lined up and waited to
talk toys with Santa. At the
rate youngsters were turning
out at Santa's first two stops,

it looked as if around 10,000
youngsters would get to talk
to him before he completed
his 8-stop tour. Thursday, Dec.
20 Santa will meet all good
children at Booth playground
on Parkway West. F rida y,
Dec. 21, he will be at the
Pretti Brothers Grocery on

NU Student Not Good
Enough'For ,Ga. School

Porter st., and Saturday, Elec.
22, he makes his final stop
at Foote Homes, Georgia at
Lauderdale. All stops a r e
made between 5:30 and 8:30.
Some of the youngsters are
asked if they can laugh like
Santa and give it try on the
mike. Some do pretty good.

Besides questioning the k ids
about their conduct and getting what they want for
Christmas, Santa asks some
of them if they can name airy
of his reindeer. Most of them
say "Rudolph." That's t h e
red -nosed fellow. (N e w son
Photos)

Cordie King Weds;
"Jilts"Sammy Davis
By AUDREI WEAVER

cations played cupid and introBeautiful Cordie King who "jilt- duced the handsome couple at the
ATLANTA — A Korean War veteran, now a law he charges he was denied admisbreakfast which was held in coned" entertainer Sammy Davis jr.,
Student at Northwestern university, did not have qualifi- sion because of his race.
junction with the style show.
wed
wealthy,
prominent
to
Marion
!
Caldwell insisted there was no
Stewart, whose father is Dr. WO
cations necessary for enrollment at the University of
Stewart of Indianapolis, plans to
policy against admitting Negroes.
W. Stewart, comes from a large
Ceorgia law school, a federal court was told here yester- He said he would recommend a
join her new mate in the Hoosier
family and was regarded as an
City on Dec. 26.
day.
"qualified student even though
"extremely eligible" bachelor. He
News of the marriage came as
is reported to have said this is
Horace Ward detailed to a.1 Caldwell agreed, howevsr. with there would be "consequences.""
a surprise to many of the lovely
the first time he has really been
university
that
officials,
explained
this
He
pointing
unsucother
by
Tuesday
out
his
federal court
model's friends who were looking
cesful six year effort to become Ward was rejected as a student be-' that Georgia law would automaticforward to her marriage to Sam- in love.
ally cut off state funds from any
the first Negro student at the cause he was "not qualified."
my Davis, jr. The famous mimic Cordie King, a much-sougnt after
Caldwell. inviting the Univer- schools which admitted both NeUniversity of Georgia while the
repeatedly said this year that he model here, came into the nationuniversity's top administrator said'sity Board of Regents to fire him gro and white students.
would marry the Chicago beauty al spotlight when her name was
there are no legal bars to inte- if it considered his views out of
Ward himself took the stand
at the conclusion of the Broadiswy linked romantically with Sammy
grated college classes in the state. order, swore that there was na Tuesday to tell the court of his
run of his smash stage hit, "Mr. Davis jr., and their engagement
Attorneys for the 29-year-old legal bar to Negro students at- efforts since 1950 to enroll in the
was announced.
Wonderful."
Kerean War veteran, who con- tending Georgia colleges. He said Law School. He detailed a "long
The couple married secretly j DELAYED DATE
tends he vi as denied admission to he himself at one time believed delay" in getting an answer to
Monday, Dec. 10 in Wheaton. Ill., I However, friends way t ha t
the school because of his race. end- this to be so, but later discevered his application, and then his reand are now house-hunting in In- Broadway's "Mr. Wonderful- lost
ed their case this afternoon after the prohibition against ending seg-I jection in June, of 1951. He filed
dianapolis where Stewart operates his appeal to the model when he
Ward denied his efforts to study regation applies only to common the suit now being tried in 1952.
a transfer and storage business , repeatedly postponed the date of
Jaw were influenced or financed schools.
For the past five years, Ward
! the wedding. They describe her
and several filling stations.
"I have thought about it a lot." said, all his correspondence with
by the NAACP.
Miss King, who divorced Melvin romance with the rich Indianapog Ward said his decision to enroll the Harvard Law School gradu- the university was with the adBrown, assistant to Dr. T. R. ,M. lis businessman as a "beautiful
at the university was "my own ate said. Caldwell, sweeping his vice of legal counsel. But he inHoward, at the beginning of the affair" that grew as the pair behand out over the crowded court- sisted under cross-examination by
. Idea entirely."
year, met Stewart in October when came better acquainted.
room,
indicated members of the state attorneys that the deshe to
she went to Indianapolis to ap"NOT QUALIFIED"
When news of the Cordie KingBoard of Regents, and said:
attend the university was "My
pear in a style show sponsored Sammy Davis romance first broke,
Dr. Harmon White Caldwell, 58WDIA's
GoodSMILES
ALL
at
Claudia
Marie
Ivy,
the
"Miss
guest
and
stars
made
a
"They can fire me if they want own idea enirely."
by a beauticians sorority.
year-old chancellor of the 16-state
many observers termed it a pub
will Revue at Ellis auditorium
1070" and blues singer B. B.
brief stage appearance. Some
to. But I felt then, and I do now,
Mrs. Freda DeKnight, home licity stunt and did not feei
operated colleges of the university
He described an interview with
are, left to right, rock and
King. Elvis dropped in at the
, 9,000 turned out for the anif a Negro is eligible, I'll take it
that
service editor for Johnson publi- it would culminate in
system, declared he would urge
roller Elvis Presley, Miss
show where B. 13, was one of
nual charity show. (Withers
marriage.
to the board and say 'This man three faculty members — which
admission' of "qualified- students
university
officials
said
led
to
the
Photo)
is eligible' and let them carry
of the Negro race, even though a
conclusion that he was "not the
In Grateful Appreciation for
the ball from there."
state law would close any schoor
Your Friendship and Patronage
The Board of Regents has the type" of student the school sought
which does not adhere to the
— as mostly "small talk." He
final say on admission policies.
We wish you a
state's traditional pattern of ra- Members of the hoard are de- said the committee did not discuss
his
academic
qualifications
cial segregation.
fendants in Ward's suit in which
— desrees from two recognized
By VIRGINIA KACHAN
chest" motif. Take a jewel box, or an open room divider. An open
all-Negro colleges. He said he saw but don't stop there.
Teis season let it overflow with costume jew- shelf unit can be brought into the
no transcript of his scholastic rec- Hang the
ornaments on the tree, elryand stick a few ornaments yuletide setting if it is given a
908 So. Fourth
ord in the room.
Christmas cheer — in other and sprigs of greenery in it.
backing of wide red or green ribRev. W. E. Day, owner
Mossis. Ward said, they talked words. decorations — should be
"This is good way to show off bon, hung vertically.
about his hernia condition and spread all ver the house, not in those treasured old ornaments,
how he could afford tuition if he only one or two rooms.
the ones that have been in t h e
could not afford an operation.' Jo Mead, one of the nation's tap family for years," Miss Mead k)la
4 t
4"....4,4:42asa'a
Caatt 44;44
Ward said he told them an opera- designers of room accessories, said.
tion was not necessary.
said today in an interview that
The same idea can be adapted
Ward. now attending North- women will find it easy to fol- for cocktail tables or buffets in
western Law School in Chicago. low the "all through the house" living-dining areas if you put the
said he had refused in a dear.- trend in holiday decorations.
fancy ornaments, mixed wi th
sition ir the case, earlier to say ' The trick, she said, is to "use strands of beads and sprigs of
he was working for an Atlanta something you already have and greens, in silver or glass bowls.
Pvt. Sammie Young, f or in er !Willie Sims, all of Chicago. Be- Realty firm because he feared add a touch of glitter or trim to
Instead of having a tiny creche
graduate of Wonder High school fore the Simses return to Chicago , publicity would cause him to lose it." Kitchenst andb
ssoh
hodualy
d in its traditional place under
the
in West Memphis, stationed at they will spend a few days with I his job, and I didn't want to lose be
into the holiday
Fort Ord, Calif. will spend the their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff my job."
theme, she advised. A quick way tree," where it can get lost
'among the gift packages," Miss
Christmas holidays with his par- Sims in Forrest City. Ark.
His legal efforts were financed. is to hang tiny ornaments to
euts, Mr. and Mrs. Powell of 231
fringe the window curtains
Mrs. Lola Evean. of 118 S. 12th ! Ward said, by
Mead suggests giving it a pore
a fund raised by
S. 11th st. Pvt. Young has been in st. is ill at her home. She sufferFor bedroom-, try a "treasure prominent
I the late Dr. William Boyd, then
place — in a bookcase
service for six months. His school ed a stroke Friday Dec. 7. She
head af the political science demates and friends will he very Is a member of the Mother's
NOW 5000 WATTS
partment at Atlanta university. He
NOW 5000 WATTS
happy to see him.
Board at the First Baptist insisted
he sought tbe advice of
s ••
church on 434 S. 12th st. Rev. S. Dr.
Boyd and of Atlanta attorney
Mother Taylor of 210 N. 14th M. Harts, pastor. Mrs. Evean is
st. is looking forward to her grand- the mother of Mr. and Mrs. Roos- A. T Walden only after the miversity turned down his applicachildren visiting her for the Christ- evelt Jones, 118 S. 12th.
mas holidays. Mr. and M r S.
tion.
Lloyd Taylor and their children! The Superior Grand Chapter
VILLZIKVCCIOCKIKKVCCIVCNIV
of Kansas City. Mo.
!Lodge of the Eastern Star hell
rCthebeettelb0CIVCIVIteetChCbUttetChMetCCICKKI'tIVCLII
- Miss Rosetta Howard of S a n their conference meeting Sunday.
Francisco, Calif. was the house Dec. 9 at the hall in Chattanooga,
guest of her parents. Mr. and Tenn . 11041 S Carter st. Mrs. AnnDIAL
DIAL
Mrs. C. M. Howard on last Wed- lie Mae Pettis of 1052 Lema pl..
nesday.
'Memphis and others attended the
The Gospel Writers singers will meeting. Mrs. Dora B. Henderbe at the New Mt. Zion M. B. son. Grand State Matron: Bro. C.
church, Sunday, Dec. 23 at 3 p.m. H. Henderson. Grand State DepMonday — Saturday
.
The program is being given by luty: Mrs. Annie Mae Pettis. Grand
Sunday
Ada& MIL= ora....a wawa.Iss.
5 a.m.-7 — "Gospel Prince" 8 a. m.-7:30 — Spiritual Moments
:the W. W. club. All churches are State Secretary: Mrs. Slitter Ran111111111111
11111 MIL
. invited. Mrs. Lula Bell Oliver, som. Grand State Treasurer. Mrs.
7 a. m.-8:30 — "Hunky, Dory" 73°.8 — Southern Wonders
1M
— Oral Roberts
• president; Mrs. Ella Mae Morris. Pettis visited her relatives while
8:30-9 — "Spiritual Sunbeams"118-8:30
8:30.8:45 — Religious
-111
secretary; Mrs. Martha Townes, in Chattanooga.
Reveries
9-9:30 — "Southern Wonders"
TO OUR
8:45-9 — Harmony Voices
Mal
manager, and Rev. H. 13 oyki n, The public is invited to worship
9:30-11—Bro
Joe
May
.9-9:15 — Soul Revivers
,pastor.
FRIENDS
al
with the New Mt. Zion M. B.
11-11:05 — News
;9:15-9:30 — Spiritual Consolators
Mrs. Rosie Dell Scott, 1345 church. N. 9th st.. Rev. Boykin
— Christian Fellowship
,12th st. is looking forward to her is pastor.
11:05-1:30 p m.—"Hunky Dor7'.I9•30-10
•
daughter. Miss Cleona Scott, from
The children who attended the
1:30-3 p.m. — Bro. Joe May 10-1005 — News
10:05-12 noon — 1480 flit Parade
Chicago to spend the Christmas birthday party Sunday afternoon,
3-3:05 — News
12-1:30 — Platter Parade
holidays with her. Miss Scott is Riven for Little Gerald Win Rodd
305-5 — "Cane Cole"
1:30-2 — Meet the Leaders
a graduate of Wonder High F chool Morris by his parents, Mr and
5-5:05 — News
2:30 — New Shiloh
in West Memphis.
Mrs. Nathaniel Morris shall not
•0
3:40-- Lane Ave. Baptist
5:05-5:15 — "Cane Cole"
SattiVISWWWWWWWWW14
forget the swell time they had. 1111
4:00-4:30 — Jerusalem Baptist
There will be a Christmas pro- !Plenty of refreshments and party
— News
4:30-5:25 — Jazz Unlimited
gram. Dec 25 at the New Stg souvenirs were served. Children
Its been a pleasure serving you all year — Now we're ce.
11 1.11111k
5:25-5:30 — Prayer for Peace 5:25-5:30 — Prayer for Peace
Paul MB church on S. 8th st. in attending were: Vernice Camble.
lebrating
5:30 — Sign Off
by giving ALL our employees a happy holiday at home.
5:30 — Sign Off
behalf of the BTU, under the di- Deborah Allen. Darnell Paige,
rection of Mrs. Sanders and Rev. Cynthia Allen. Miss Betty Spicer,
Thank you for your patronage. We'll be back Wednesday for
N: McDinald. Rev. Fairman is Miss Margaret Rooer. Miss Macie
another year ...
Why Not Give Practical Gifts This Year From
the pastor.
Coleman. E. C. Smith.
ettarirmsbeveietvities•
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Reed, 126 The West Memphis and MemS 13th st. will have for their phis Arkansas State College Atomguests durins the holidays their ni will hold its monthly meeting
OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9:00 P.M. THRU XMAS
r, daughter Mrs Georeia Galvdin, ssoirdav afternoon at 5.30 p.m.
their erm-ie Jessie Bort. niece, at the home of mr. aid Mrs Na172 SOUTH MAIN STREET
- Wysida 8Ims and their nephew, thaniel D. Norris, 621 S. 19th st.
4t‘qh

Decorate House As Well AsTree

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Three -In-One Place
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(Mr. Joe)
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Tri-State Defender I A.B.C.

A.B.C.

"The Sasaki Indeesetteat Wesel?'

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Name OMNI, 236 South Wettings*. -- Phone JA. 64307
BEALE ST. EEAT
greed, too m.uch pride, bigotry.
The Negro members of the Jlem• snobbishness cunning and just
phis Police Department staged plain every-day meanness a a d
MITT A J. FOLK. Clresdation Menage,
their eighth annual Policeman'. cussedness. Is there any wonder
EVANS L. CLIMINT. Advertising Melange*
Ball last Friday night at Club Eb- that the average cop doesn't greet
ony.
everybody with a smile?
Subscription rates: One year, $0; six menthe. $3.1111- (2.yeer special Subscription
The
spacious
entertainment
rate, $10)
It's unfortunate, too that the
The Tri-Stete Defender Ones Net Take Responsibility he onselicitee
center was appropriately decorat demands of his job, the wear and
Manestriata es Pietased. . .around a central theme of tear on many of the values call"Beale Street Is My Beat" It is ed right and wrong that he has
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-Stete Defender Publishing Ca. Intend us Second
obvious that most Negro officers been taught, and the natural reClass Metter at the Memphis Pest Office Me rch 20, 1932, Undei Act
ef Marsh 2, 1879.
are on Beale at.
the quietness action to public attitudes tend to
of the "avenue of blues" nowa- bring about obvious changes in
days proves that.
men who' become policemen. How
The enthusiasm of the cross' - many people have you heard resectional crowd of Memphis folk mark how such and such a fellow
who were present at the ball. the has changed since he became a
music, the convivial attitude of policeman?
the officer hosts, all were very
Well, they're not too far wrong
much in keeping with the objermen do change. Whether for
The
tives and intentions behind the anbetter or for worse is a matter
nual social event.
One
.
It was plainsclothes Otficer Ben °
OtieYPidnoi°sne
a different
p
eoptlheinign is
Whitney who served RS spokesman light from what they saw them
The Hungarian tragedy, which has stir- shoulders of a single man as is the case
in during an interview with a news- befora they becanfe officer, we're
red the compassion of the white world, has Hungary requires someonestudier than At- man regarding the affair. He was
believe. laving never
ne
the newspaperman why been an9(Ifniiecleierv
of us
likewise touched off a responsive chord in las to hold it; and that man has never yet telling
the Negro officers look forward say for sure what kind of change
been
born.
the hearts of the Negro people. Several civto givine their annual
and in- occurs . . or whether or not it
Throughout most of our history we have wiling a representativeball
ic and religious Negro organizations have
cross
is a change in the man who beknown oppression, persecution and bondage. tam of the Negro populace of sec
the comes a cup or a change in the
initiated steps to raise large sums of money Our black brothers
are yet feeling the lash community to be present.
fellow who was his "friend" befor the victims of Russian persecution and of the oppressor
s in South Africa, in Bel- According to Det. Whitney t h fore he became one. Too often folk
atrocities.
gian Congo, in French Equatorial Africa. main idea behind the Policeman's deeide the officer lc "drunk with
The Lord Mayor of London announced in British West Africa
Ball. sponsored by the Negro of- power:.
a few days ago that the inimitable Louis are driven out of their where the natives facers of Memphis is to "pros ide
ancestral land to
Th.' tendamental of the matter
Armstrong, unchallenged king of syncopat- make way for a white
an opportunity for the public to
horde
buccaneer
of
s.
that most Americans. . .black
is
ed rhythm, has canceled engagement dates
Yet we hear no organized, audible wail- get together with the officers in and white alike . .need a revampan amosphere of goodwill, friendin the United States in order to perform ing as an expressio
n of sympathy for our !Mess and mutual respect as fel- jog of their ideas about policewith the London's Royal Philharmonic for plight, no vociferou denunciat
men And if the right re-vamping
s
ion of the low citizens"
the benefit of Hungarian refugees. His con- crimes committed against
our
people
in
the
No better objective could be fig-is made, the otficers wilt be bettributions will include the plaintive spiritu- name of civilization. Neverthel
ter paid. . .their jobs will be easess, history ured out for the event. ft's a ier.
al melody "Nobody Knows the Trouble I've will testify that we
and they will have a greathave not always been worthwhile objective. . .especially
int lination to feel that they are
Seen." Mr. Armstrong will accept no fee.
without some champions from the other for Negroes. Too long have "sour er truth
. .worthwhile. respected,
This manifestation of altruism and good- side of the track.
folks" been suspicious of and hos- in
and admired public servants.
will contradicts the view held in some unintile
towards
officers
of
law
the
For a generation and more the crusade
That's why the annual Police. . whether white or black. Too
formed quarters that Negroes are too ob- against Negro slavery had dominated
stinately selfish to concern themselves with activities of American liberals. There the long has the averag- Negro asso- man's Ball was one of the top
were ciated brutality, meanness,
social events in the matter of imw causes and issues that are alien to their ra- always enough bold spirits
ready to fight ness and downright hostilityharshwith portance. • .for the Mem; his Necial interests. We cling to the conviction for the greater freedom for all.
men armed with law enforcement gro community. Now, whatchubell
that human sufferings transcend race. It
Elijah P. Lovejoy, Wendell Phillips. Wil- authoriy.
There are lots of people who
A few months ago in this space cities can supply information as
should be the incontestable obligation of liam Lloyd Garrison. Roger Williams. Thad- A lot
af unfortunately anti - sowon't have happy holidays or a I wrote a column about the dope to the procedure in their comcivilized society to aid those who are threat- deus Stevens and John Brown
lent their in- cial results grow out of that atened with the loss of their freedom what- fluence, their power to the
happy New Year because they are habit which brought me several munities, for drug addiction seems
cause of slavery, titude of suspicion and hostility
too much trouble — troubled interesting letters. One of them rapidly becoming a major urban
in
ever may be their race, their creed or their and some have even sacrificed
It causes too many folk to refuse
their
lives
heart, mind body or soul. front a man who works with drug problem. In his newspaper series
in
color.
upon the altar of Negro freedom. We can- to cooperate with the police in
Children
in broken homes are addicts in New York City, con- on "america's Drug Addicts"
Without freedom the world is spiritual- not. we must not forget their valiant deeds. carrying out their duties of law
happy. People living tains information that may be Max Lerner asks, "Is America
not
usually
ly bankrupt: there is no other program but
In the darkest hour in their national his- enforcement. It makes many
under the tensions of poverty and helpful to any associated with the rapidly becoming a nation of adfolk forget that the men in uniforce. Hitler taught us anew the age-old tory, while they are still aching
overwork are likely to be dis- problem, or who have relatives dicts? There is increasing anxiety
from the form ars working for a comparalesson that force brings out the brute in shock and wounds of persecution,
turbed in mind. Those who are or friends so afflicted, I could not that drug addiction is hitting at
let the tively small salary, at long hours, CLINTON,
the very nerve center of Arneri•
man's nature. Without freedom the world patriots and refugees from Hungary
Tenn. — A "long. ill over long periods of time are re-phrase
this information any
re- and with constant danger to them- long" trial is predicted by
can life." It is providing "racket.
is politically bankrupt. There is no stability member that scores of American
pro- bound to be worried. And those better than my corresponde
nt has eers and gangsters
black men selves and even their families. segregationists defending is Clinwith a 'thrivexcept upon the broad foundations of the set aside their own grievances and woes
are evil should be upset about written it, so I pass it on verbato The attitude described above ton residents who are charged with itwho
ing and vicious business running
—
often
but
are
It
peoples of this world. To invert the whole lend their might to the Cause of
not.
is
hard
tim
to you:
Hungarian makes too many people miss the violating a 'ederal court injuncticn to have a really happy New Year
into hundreds of millions in revpolitical pyramid and place it upon the freedom.
idea tint police officers are sworn against interferenc
hope you will write a follow- enue" On the streets of
e with integra- with the mould of unhappiness
Hatiera
up article showing how easy it is the zombie-eyed junkie
protectors of the persons a n d tion at Clinton high school.
in a not
under the skin. For relief some for any
property of the citizens of a comaddict to receive the cure uncommon sight. Certainly,
Negre
After the defendants pleaded not turn to alcohol, other to narcotics. in the Public
munity, and as such are to be
Health Service hospi- communities are plagued with
guilty
Billie
Holiday's
Knoxville
in
last
Monday,
new
book.
"Lady
viewed as friends and not foes.
tal at Lexington, where one may enough problems without
the alIt's unfortunate that some folk trial was set for Jan. 28. On Tues- Sings The Blues" is a long cry write asking to be accepted as a dition of a growing
narcotics- evil.
sorrow
day.
of
ending
representat
two
in
addiction
ives
of
drug
the
voluntary patient. Address the And it seems clear that
. .too many. . .seem to think
the police
Tennessee Federation for Consti- — one of the saddest and most Director,
IT. S. Public Health Serv- alone are linable to cope with
The flourish that accompanied the Cora- tween the total working population and the that a "good' policeman is one tetional Governmen
it
unhappy
of afflictions. Her life ice Hospital,
a
t.
pro-segrewho
will
P. 0. Box 2000, Lex- The head of the Attorney Generals
permit them to violate
l") mittee on Government Employment Policy's unproportionally high number of employastory
is
definitely
gation
which
group,
defending
NOT
is
a
book
report was altogether out of proportions ble, yet unemployed Negroes. We suspect the law and look the other way the 16 suspects, said the trial for children, the squeamish, or ington, Ky, The procedure there Association on Narcotics Control is
or "forget about it." They
is to give the addict diminished quoted as saying, "Stiff
to the realities of the situation.
penalties
for starry-eyed idealists who think does of
"will last a long, long time"
also that an unsparing amount of yeast was a "good" policeman is one think
Methadon, a synthetic
.vho
drug traffickers will not reThe report stated that Negroes com- added here and there in the federal es- will permit them to talk loud, long, They said the defense plans !o of life in terms of what it ought drug. By this method the addict for
move the addict or solve the probgo back eight years "to show the to be, rather than what it IS. does not suffer
prise 23.4 percent of the federal employes timates for the five cities in question.
cussingly
and
physically as he lem. The drug addict is meetely
disrespectfully.
"Lady
Singe
the
machinatio
Blues"
parties
is
of
ns
a
harsh,
certain
in five major cities, including Washington.
does when he goes to a hospital on and emotionally sick and
The point to bear in mind is that the They think a "good" officer is
reclaim
u g I y, beautiful, hard-hitting, a self
commitment and receives medical attention, not confinemen
Adding a political catch-all to its dubious percentage of other racial minorities engag- one they can call by his first name prior to 1950" when court action straightfor
t
ward.
to
vomiting
was
admit
the
students
book,
Negro
anywhera
no
they see him, and who
medical aid. The latter pro- in prison. Drug addiction is a
statistics, the Committee quickly followed ed in federal work is much more out of
dierevealed
on
a
sick
first
stomach
filed.
from
cedure addicts call 'cold turkey'. ease, and like any other
this revelation with a comparative state- their proportions to the ratio of the total will allow them to meddle and litmedical
terfere while he is trying to car- The two representatives, Robert a bitter heart that is seeking a Any addict can apply to Lexing- problem, cannot
be cured by putment on the ratio of Negroes to the total population than are Negroes.
way
out
of
a
gutter
not
of
the
Hawks
and
Avery,
tried
unWillis
ry out his duties. They think a
ton for voluntary commitment, or ting a man in jail."
population of the United States. It placed
What's all the noise about? We have ''good" cificer
author's own making. It is a in New
York City go to their of- This Billie Holiday
is one who will let successfully to address a general
emerges
the ratio at 11 percent.
"there-htytlong since rejected as undesirable and un- them "show out" in front
for-the-grace-of-God-go- fice at 295 East
of wom- assembly of the Clinton school, 1"
42nd st. If he when she writes. "People on
story
told
with
mask
workable
off,
hair
the
theory
apportion
work
of
ment en and bystanders and not repri- They charged that students were
lacks railroad fare, the Special drugs are sick people."
The break-down on these figures for the
She adds
down,
desperation born of the Services Office of
the Department "The jails are full and the
five cities mentioned in the report aroused based on racial percentage. We have earn- mand them. They think a "good" not properly advised on their futility and
of
not
caring
any
more.
"constituti
ed
of
the
onal rights" when told
right to work as citizens of t h e officer is one who will use his
Welfare, 630 Ninth ave., will problem is getting
our curiosity. Chicago. with 61.515 federal
worse eve"
You may not like the book, but if give fare and funds
for food and day." Like De Quincy
employes, has 17.535 Negroes in that cate- United States. Thus the question of ratio stick on everyone but them and by County Attorney Eugene Joyce you begin to read it, it will not
a
that
certain
-misbehavior"
their's.
totaxi
at
They
think
Lexington. lithe patient years ago in England whesmany
a "good culluod
gory representing 28:5 percent; out of or percentage or creed or color should have cop" is
called drug
be
easy
to
stop.
To
use
an
old
stays at Lexington until cured, addiction "a
an officer who will always ward eight Negro students would
yoke of misery" Bil198.883 in Washington, 48,536 are Ne- nothing to do with our ability to perform show prejudice
cliche, it is "life in the raw," hut usually four
investigatio
FBI
n.
to
lead
months,
in
the
favor
of a Negovern- lie Holiday terms the habit "hell
fortunately not a typical every-day ment will furnish
groes or a percentage of 24.4: M o b'i I e, assigned tasks.
gro even when he's wrong—even
the transporta- for those you love. And •
Principal D. .1. Brittain refused
Now
that
the
national
. the
economy
life,
is
but
so
rather
the
life
of
a
most tion home. It is just that simple,
15.354 of which 2.387 are Negroes or a
to let them speak, however, saying
worst kind of hell for those who
well advanced that even white people with in court.'
unfortunate
genius
with
a
golden
percentag
but
of
few
e
15.5;
and
seem
in
St.
to know it."
Louis where
What 'Jo you think a 'good" the county board must first give
lose you." The New Year of 195/
•
throat and feet of clay — caught
No doubt, social agencies in Chi- in the blg cities
there are 25.147 federal employes, 4.564 scant familiarity with the English language policeman is. Mister or ata'm? permission.
of America is
the
find
at
end
in
employme
the
web
nt waiting for them, there It might be well worth rememof narcotics. cago, Los Angeles, and other big
are Negroes or 18 percent. Out of 48.957
shadowed by this hell.
The school reopened Monday aftcan
be
no
basis
except
rank
prejudice
for
bering that policemen, by the very
in Los Angeles, 8.741 or 18 percent are Nethe large number of Negroes on public re- nature of their jobs deal with er being closed for a week as a
groes.
result of another flare-up of violief rolls.
.what might be called mostly the lence over attendance of Negroes.
We all know that statistics can be made
As John Peter Altgeld once put it in a "seamy side of huamn nature"
to lie.
Labor Day address: "The world gives only They have to deal with crime. .
Whether these figures are manipulated when it is obliged to, and respects only major and minor .They have to About 50 percent Of American
or not they do not explain the disparity be- those who compel its respect."
deal with prejudice, passion, ex- adults wear glasses and 20 pereitability, i gnor ance, stupidity, cent more need them.
The shake-up in the State De- blow at Pearl Harbor. Our smart
ceived very kindly by Mr. Gar111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(1 partment, with Governor Herter of boys
were caught flatfooted be- field, who, in
the course of the
Massachusetts getting into the cause they did not believe
these conversation said that he felt the
limelight and Secretary Dulles -little yellow" men woold
dare time had come when a step
should
looking toward retirement. may do such a thing to the
greatest so be taken in advance, in recognirevive the agitation for more Ne- called Anglo-Saxon power on
earth. tion of the claims of colored
gro representation in the foreign
We managed also to get the citizens, and
expressed his intenservice.
wrong information about Korea. tion of sending
election in Clinton. Teas, add up ties was the main issue hi the
some colored reWe have been beating the drums This was supposed to be originalfor more Negro diplomats, es- ly a small police action and our presentatives abroad to other than
(Excerpts from the Wasidagten to the best news that has come election, and the candidate for
colored nations."
out of that strifetorn community mayor whe was supported by the
pecially in this period of stril., boys with all their automatic
D. C. Star)
fire
Douglass added:
and discord between the western power and superior
"The results of the municipal in a long time. School segrega- prosegregation faction went down
inquired of
weapons were
to defeat by a 4-1 vote.
powers and the Afro-Asian bloc. supposed to win in a few weeks. me how I thought such representation would be received? I assured
This, perhaps, is not a wholly
Among the many arguments for We were told that the poor,
ig- him that I thought
accurate measurement of sentithey would
this, of course, is the one that a norant Chinese. even
if equipped
ment in Clinton on the question
Negro can sell America to other with Russian arms, could not fight he well received; that in my own
experience abroad, I had observed
of integrating its high school. But
darker peoples better than many like our boys and that
one good that the higher we
it does justify the conclusion that
go in the
whites. The international non-white American soldier, especially
a tall. gradations of human
not more than one-fifth of Clinsociety, Wm
clambake at Bandung not long ago blond, blue-eyed bos from
Texas,
ton's voters are in sympathy with
and the current Middle East crisis was worth a dozen of the enemy. farther we get from prejudice of
the violent tactics which have
race and color."
have strengthened this view.
These flattering notions about
been used to frustrate the federal
In a speech marking the passing
It is perhaps a fact that many American superiority and the incourt's integration order."
of our representaiives abroad have feriority of those foreign colored of President Garfield, Douglas dethe kind of education and back- people have cost us plenty of blood clared: "It is a great thing for
ground that fortifies certtin popu- and treasure. This is a tragic situ- Hon. John Mercer Langston to represent that republic at Port au
lar
American racial and color ation indeed.
(Excerpts from Winston- Salem
prejudices which render them inAlthough I think it would be a Prince, and for Henry Highland
(N.C.) Minton
capable of clearly evaluating some realistic policy for the State be Garnet to represent us in Liberia,
. . Serious and delicate as
foreign situations Certainly our in- partment to make more use of Ne- hut it would be indeed a step in
the desegregation problem is, it
telligence service seems to need groes in dealing with non-white advance, to have some colored
Is one to which our educational
more information than the present people, I believe that it might be men sent to represent us in white
cast of characters working for the even more inspiring to the world nationalities, and we have reason
and political leaders in the South
service can obtain.
at large if our great democratic for profound regret that Mr. Garmust face up with discretion and
explosion
The
in
the
Near
country
East
were represented by a col- field could not have lived to carry
courage. Ik is clear that eventual
seemed to have caught our experts ored citizen in a European capital. out his just and wise intentions
substantial compliance with the
seSs.
in the State Department complete- Ralph Bunche as ambassador to towards us."
decrees of the courts is inevitable.
ly by surprise. Some critics charg- England. for example, would he a
All this was happening in
Whether that eompliance can be
ed that Dulles and the President sensation.
almost three quarters of a cells
had to get their information from This is, however no new idea. tury ago. Today in 1956, except for
brought about in a comparatively
the newspapers. This problem is Believe it or not, President James Richard Jones representing the
peaceful manner depends upon the
12-13
an old one.
Garfield told Frederick Douglass nation in Liberia, there are no
wisdom and cooperative spire of
es )956
Both our State Department and back in 1881 that he intended to high ranking Negroes in the State
both races in the South and the
IVA Droley Prodket.eits
our War Department always seem send Negro representatives to Department. At this rate, in a few
degree and patience and underWorld Lights Reserved
to get the wrong information about some white countries.
standing shown by the courts and
more years the State Departthe affairs of non-white nations.
federal authorities toward honest ,,esir
Frederick Douglass in his auto- m Alt may be wholly white. There
swell, I found Out Why we (brrr) hibernate!"
community efforts to work out so- ar" MARRIED A MIDGET BECAUSE SHE HEARD
• The biggest surprise from the' non biography reports! -I called at the is nothing like a little progress,
GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES!
Wiwi for the problem."
white power, of course, was the executive mansion, and was re--is there?
•
JOHN H. SINGS TACKI, Pulilidbor
MOSES J. NEWSON. Acting Mennging Edits,
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Our Opinions

Satchmo Blows For Hungary

Drug Addiction — And A Way
To Help — From A Reader

Predict Long
Trial For 16
Tenn. Racists

Statistics Can Lie, Too
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From Other Papers

SO WHAT!

Best News Yet

MERRY MENAGERIE

By Walt Disney
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A Time For Courage
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Guest Recognition

SAT., DEC. 22, 1956

'

1141If the states rate the tourist
tracts as one of their three largest
sources of income. In New Jersey and New Mexico it ranks first.

I Filibuster Fight

SAVANNAH, Ga. — Rev. Andrew J. Hargrett, college minister of Savannah State college, has
been notified that he has been
certified by the National Board
of Psychological Examiners as an
educational counselor.

I

NEW YORK — From New Delhi, India, Senator-elect Ja c o b
Jayne, now on a world tour, has
cabled NAACP Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins that he "will
join the fight against the filibus-

ter when senator."
The New York Republican's
message was received here MI
week in response to a caole Wilkins had sent urging him to "be
present" and join the bipartisan "opening day attack
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MEMPHIS'
GRANDEST
CHRISTMAS
SHOW!

THE ALL LITTLE SIX Conference football team of Mississippi was Tupelo; ‘tr. A. Rutledge, of Amory; E. E. Rankin jr., of M. &
I.
announced recently with Higgins High school of Clarksdale landing College; E. F. Pope, of Amory; Lottie Triplett, of Tupelo;
B. H.
tour players on the first team and two on the second squad. The Cooper, of Clarksdale; Rosentence Bennett, of Columbus;
W. A.
Higgins Chieftains copped the Little Six conference championship Higgins, of Clarksdale; Miss Jeanette Temple, of Columbus
Second
with an undefeated regular season. Coach Issac Watts of the ClarkRow; Colyar Frierson, of Clarksdale; John E. Mather, of West Point;
dale Negro schools _was voted "Coach of the Year" by his fellow
John Dickerson; Joe L. Cain, of Corinth; Bernice Hughes, of
mentors for his Work lb improving the Chieftains from a 2-2.2 rec- Corinth;; A. D. Parker, of West Point; J. M. Coleman, of
West
ord in 1955 to the title this season. Trailing Higgins in the champion- Poin t; W. M. Coleman, of Columbus; Willie Mosely,
ship race were Easom High School of Corinth, Monroe County Train- of Columbus; Willie J. Perry, of Starkville; Willie
Bender,
ing school of Amory, Hunt High of Columbus, Oktibbeha County of Clarksdale; Herbert Ammons, of Clarksdale. THIRD
ROW. WilTraining school of Starkville, North Side High of West Point, Carver lie T. Jackson, of Booneville; Joseph D. Washington, of
Tupelo:
High of Tupelo and Aberdeen and Booneville. The All Conference Homer Lockett Jr., official of Clarksdale; Isaac Baldwin,
coach, of
Team was selected by the coaches recently at their annual Fall meet. Columbus; Raymond Jordan, coach, of Clarksdale;
Merlin D. Conoing held at Higgins High. Among those present first row, left to way, coach, of Oberdeen; Isaac Watts, coach,
of Clarksdale and
right: Miss Margie Key, of Clarksdale; Miss Josephine Nichols, of Robert Wilson, coach, of Amory. (MASON
Photo)
Booneville; Roscoe C. Dukes, official orl'unica; C. C. Augustus, of
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Nab John Kasper
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XMAS TREES
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM

ANY SIZE or COLOR
also

Large Selection Of

QUALITY GREEN XMAS TREES

Led
IN THE FAIRGROUNDS
Just West of the

Swimming Pool

—

Plenty of Perking

Scason, with 1957 the very finest year of your
life. That is our wish for you, our friends and
customers.

RAY CLOTHING STORE
237 South Main Street

triffiruci
yoct

By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

BEAUTIFUL PAINTED

May you and yours have a happy Christmas

Mrs. Davis accompanied them,
Women's and Children's Apparel
'CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
...
Coming back to the Christmas til
'
isr
\a4f:fai-XAW
season, various programs have 7.-ol.aa4-4/aatf)i
;as)aiV4
%
4'a4)E
- ii
been planned to remind us of the
right spirit of Christmas. Among
them is the annual Christmas
Vesper presented by the Lane college choir on Sunday, Dec. 16.
The choir is directed by Mr.
Charles H. Jones.
Another is a Christmas Cantata to be presented by the choruses of the Nirst Baptist church SunBy model "T" or dog sled, by Dee, 9 with Brother John Kohl'. day, Dec. 23, at 7:30 p.m. The tione horse open sleigh; By train helm in Sommerville, Tenn.
tle of the Cantata is "His Star
or plane of Santa Claus or any
Monday evening in the Seminary Still Shines" which portrays the
other way. Here's one wish that building, Phillips School of Theol- Nazarenes, Mary and Joseph.
bemust get through: The season's ogy celebrated its founding with a ing turned down at the Inn, findbest from me to you. To all my public program. The address was ing lodging only in a stable
where
readers: Have an elegant holiday delivered by Mr. F. T. Jeans, fi- the birth of Christ took place, This
season.
nancial secretary-General of t h e program which promises to be
ALPHAS OBSERVE
Christian Methodist Episcopal , most inspiring as well as enteris the most sincere expression we know
Members of Beta Pi and Beta church. Mr. Jeans Is well known taining is under the direction of
of
Upsilon Lambda chapters of Alpha for his church activities as well Mrs. Margaret Savage and Rev.
to convey our appreciation for the friend
Phi Alpha Fraternity celebrated as once having taught and served W. G Terry is the pastor.
7
the 50th anniversary of the found- in the capacity of treasurer at
At Merry High school a series
ing of the fraternity with a pub- Lane college. This marked the 14th of programs will be presented
ship, cooperation and excellent business
lic program in the Lane College anniversary of the school which is daily by grades the week of Dec.
chapel last Sunday afternoon. at present under the deanship of 17 through 21. On Dec. 21, the
relationship which were so important to
Speaker for the occasion was Atty. Rev. U. Z. McKinnon,
Glee club under the direction of
Henry J. Richardson, of IndianMrs.
L. C. Meacham will again
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
apolis, Ind. Mr. Richardson, a
go to Western State hospital in
our mutual benefit),(firing the past year.
Out
of
the
city
last week end Bolivar, Tenn., to spread Christmember of the Indiana State Legislature and speakers Bureau of was J. A. Cooke, athletic director mas cheer to the patients there.
X c
mittee, is noted 23 a dynamic at Lane college, attending t h e Gifts that have been given by the
May we extend to you and yours our
Southern
Inter-collegiate Athletic students at Merry High
the State Democratic Central cornSchool will
p
speaker and proved definitely a Association meet in Atlanta, Ga. be presented to the patients on
hem
wishes
for
a
returning
After
Merry
the
treat for Jacksonians who heard '
Lane college this occasion.
, Christmas.
him Noted Brothers outside of basketball team under his direcThe public is invited to attend
Jackson who attended the p r o- tion assisted by David Manuel left all programs.
gram were: Brother L. 0. Swing- for a Southeastern tour playing POLIO DRIVE OPENS
ler. Southern vice president and Savannah State college, Florida A
Polio is still with us and I know
Brother Dan Thomas, Southern & st college, Morehouse and Mor- we all want to join in the fight.
Regional Director, both of Mem- ris Brown college in Atlanta, Ga. co-chairmen for the March
Of
phis, and Brother Johnson, noted I Here's wishing them luck. Five Dimes campaign
which is now beeducator from Mound Ba yo
on, games have been played so far ginning are: Herman Stone, biol4 with all wins.
Miss.
ogy professor at Lane college and
Preceeding the program on SatRecently in the city visiting Mr. Isiah Savage, local business man,
urday night, the annual stag was and Mrs. Thomas Davis on First Mrs. Mable
B. Davis has been
had at Eastview Inn which is own- Street were Mrs. Davis' aunt, named as secretary.
Mr. Stone reed and operated by Brother Ches- Mrs. Pauline Mickens and daugh- cently attended the national infanter Barnes. The next regular meet- ter. Melenda of Brownsville, Tenn. tile paralysis meeting which was
ing of Beta Upsilon Lambda chap- Upon their return. Little Queen. held at Tuskegee, Ala. The
comlter of Alpha Phi Alpha is set for charming daughter of Mr. and mittee is in the process
of planning events for this drive. Don't
119 GAYOSO
forget to do your share
•••••••••••••••••••••
•

FAIRFAX, Va. — (ANP)
Racist John Kasper freshly acquitted from trouble in connection
witn school integration in Clinton,
Tenn., was arrested last week
tasse for reckless driving.
Kasper, according to police was
driving at speeds of 75 miles an
hrur en Lee Highway in an effort to get to Washington from
Clinton,
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Holiday Greetings

t

CENTRAL SOUTHERN
INSURANCE AGENCY

OPEN 10 A.M. TO 11 P.M. EVERY DAY

FLAMINGO ROOM
1 2 Hernando Street
140 /

Proudly Presents Its All Star

PRE—HOLIDAY

DittICE'sLBH
STARTING SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22 THRU HOLIDAYS
Music By BARNEY JOHNSON & BAND

••
Recipe of the Week ••
4(ceteeae.e
•••
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PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
•
•••••••-•••••••••••••••

If you've always thought of a! taste-appeal (and extra nourishtuna-macaroni combination as just ment along with it). All in all,
a quick, easy, rather ordinary you just couldn't find a better
dish — let me tell you about a 'say to make a brand-new treat
way I've found to combine them from ordinary, everyday foods!
in a wondeiful main dish! It's Do try my recipe scon. . .I'm
TUNA MACARONI SLICES, made sure you'll like it as much as I
from one of my Pet Evaporated do:
Milk recipes, and it really is deTUNA MACARONI SLICES
iicious!
eggs
You see, it includes cheese, as
well as macaroni and tuna, so it 3.4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
has a rich, tempting golden color is cup skater
that gives it lots of eye-appeai. 3 4 teaspoon dry mustard
Its unusually hearty and satisfy- 1 tablespoon grated onion
ing tio. And, like all my Pet Milk 3-4 teaspoon salt
3 cups drained, cooked elbow till.
recipes, it's easy as can be.
caroni
Of course, the one thing that
makes Tuna Macaroni Slices ex. Pi colic grated American cheese
sra goad is that double-rich Pet 7-oz, can tuna, drained and brok.
en into pieces
Milk. Pet Milk is the flavor-blcnding milk that atcually helps blend 4 tablespoons catsup or chili sauce
the other ingredients together and
Beat egg3 well in a bowl. Mix
improve the flavor of the finish- in rest oi ingredients except cated dish. Phat double-richness is sup. Put into a 6 x 10 inch
important. too. n giving T u ri a greased baking dish.

FAT
BILL BUDDY
BALLARD FLINT CONWAY

WHO RECENTLY WON FIRST

THE DYNAMIC

PRIZE DANCING CONTEST AT

SENSATIONAL

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

ROLLER SKATE

Also Appeared On
ED SULLIVAN TV SHOW

DANCER
Direct From
SAVOY BALL ROOM

SENSATIONAL

SAXOPHONIST
Direct From
NEW ORLEANS

0
BecousewIOre
number you

—Also—

— The Exotic Dancer
HAROLD CONNER & FRANCIS BURNETT
and The FLAMIM ORCHESTRA
BERTINNA

this

your

proud to
wirse_nd
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greeting ond
patronage.

friendship ond

LORRAINE HOTEL & MOTU
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED
Mr. &

406 MULBERRY

Mrs. Wilter Bailey

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
309 UNION AVENUE

JA. 5-6834

"YOUR VALUE HEADQUARTERS FOR 40 YEARS

